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Football collisions simply cannot bo
prevented.
No one has yet detected Halley's
comet with the naked eye.
many
In
Instances automobile
corching Is its own punishment.
The one business that will go without advertising is running the furnace.
Quite

damaging
cloudburst at Tabasco, Méx., was "hot
stuff."

naturally

that

Game is reported scarce in Maine,
but there are plenty of guides to blaze
away at.

Halley's comet Is beginning to look
brighter, and so is general trade in
this country.
Japan has possession of Korea, but
it is still paying installments on the
purchase price.
Something
like 2.000 years ago
Greece ruled the world; now it cannot rule itself.

Those who care for that sort of
thing can look forward to a busy winter of pugilistic gossip.
The pemmican that has to be cut
with an ax and the igloos that have
to be built by the iceman will never
become popular in this country.
All the freight cars in the country
are in use, but the loads they carry
have not been marked down so far as
the ultimate consumer is concerned.
Now it is Bulgaria which is facing a
crisis. The day in which some of the
governments of the world do not face
a crisis is a very dull one iu contemporary history.
An actor in a Toronto music hall
was stricken with blindness in the
middle of a song. It might have been
better all around had his audience
been stricken with deafness.

It is announced that Count Zeppelin in planning to fly from France to
New York in his dirigible. It will be
a perfectly safe proposition if he does
not do any more than merely to plan.
Princess Victoria Louise of Prussia
colonel of the
has been appointed
Death's Head Hussar Regiment. This
has no bearing upon the military situation in Europe. Its point lies in the
fact that the princess can now wear:
a hussar jacket with dolman, trimmed
in black astrachan and silver;
bushy with silver decoration;
to correspond.
Another

a fur
gown

Is furnished of
in China. An
edict has been issued recog-

indication

the growth of liberalism

Imperial
nizing the forthcoming provincial assemblies. These assemblies will create the imperial assembly, charged
with the duty of preparing a constitution for the nation. This is the first
step taken by the government looking
to actual effort in behalf of constitutionalism.

One of the big New York banks
has. issued a circular criticising the
designs of the latest $20, $10 and $5
gold pieces, saying the coins may be
artistic in appearance but tre subject
to abrasion to an extent which is objectionable.
However,
the average
person into whose possession
they
come is not likely to object to the
design so long as he can get enough
of the coins.

NEW MEXICO
A
TEITOIIAL
ém
news
Governor Curry's Report.
Recalling
the
fact
Washington.
that the leading political parties during their Inst national convention
pledged themselves to the passage of
statehood bills, George Curry, who reof
cently resigned the governorship
New Mexico, in his annual report to
Secretary Ballinger again urges that
he use bis influence obtaining statehood for the territory at the coming
session of congress.
"We have," says the report, "a population of nearly half a million, the
majority of whom are descendants c.f
race, the balance are
the Anglo-SaxoSpanish-America- n
citizens who are as
and as good a people ts
ever Jived in any state or territory.
They have always been loyal to tur
country and to our flag."
is made for the
Recommendation
creation of another Judicial district in
the northern part of the territory. The
criminal laws it is declared, being cs
vigorously enforced as those in my
state.
Conditions In the territory, says the
governor, have been as good as dur- ing the previous year. The immigra- tion, while somewhat diminished, has
been of a more substantial character,
and in no public interest has there
been a greater advance than in idu- cation.
"While business in general was riuir
In the territory last year, there was
only one failure in banking and mer- This was a
eantile establishments.
small private bank, not incorporated
under the laws of the territory and
In
not under territorial supervision.
contrast to this, eight new banks were
established and the deposits in the
banks increased In a very satisfactory

Mexico.

Alamagordo

Murder Trials,

An Albuquerque dispatch of the 30th

Milk Getting Dearer.
"Consumers of milk in Albuquerque"
said one of the leading dairymen to
a Journal reporter, "may expect in the
future to be up against a
sderable advance in the price of the
..
,,k vendors are agreed
Th
that the Increasing burdens they are
called upon to bear in furnishing a
sanitary product, coupled with the
high price of feed, render such an
advance absolutely necessary."
This will make milk figure up to
about twelve cents a quart or thereabouts. Eggs are steadily forging up
to a dollar apiece and will soon be for
th sole delectation of the malefactor
of great wealth.
Similar gentle proddings are being
administered to the price of various
other articles of food. Where this
business will end deponent saith not.
Whether milk will get paler is not
stated by the milkmen.
If it does they will probably offer
xse time worn excuse that the cow
down and strained her milk.

ult. says: Five men charged with
murder will be placed on trial in the
District tourt now in session in Aia-nea- r
mogordo, which has the largest docket
The most careful estimates indi- - ror many years, including la crinmim
cate an Increase in population during and 92 civil cases.
the year of approximately 20,000."
charged with
Balderamma,
11,000 original en- Estevan
"Approximately
fries were made during the year on shooting a Mexican in 1.a Luz canon,
the public domain, covering an area six years ago; E. P. Crow, charged
of 1,682,102 acres, as against approxi- with the murder of Louis Lanzendorff
mately 16,000 original entries during at Red Horse Springs, a year ago last
he previous year, covering approxi- spring; Red McClure, who stands trial
mately 2,300,000 acres. The entries for the alleged killing of J. 11. Smith
given for the fiscal year ended June in the Sacramento mountains, last
Gonzales, indicted
3, 1909, do not include selections of March; and Daniel slaughter
of Juan
land for the territory and railroad se- for the atrocious
lections, covering about 500,000 acres. Madril on the Mescalero Indian reserThe body
"There are still open to entry In vation, early this month.
New Mexico approximately 36,000,000 of Madril was found almost entirely
slayblodthirsty
acres of public lands, much of which dismembered by his
by er.
be reclaimed
will undoubtedly
The trial which will attract the most
scientific methods of farming and by
the development of water for irriga- attention will be that of Deputy Sheriff Charles White, charged with, thé
tion.
were shooting of Pedro Aguilar In the
"Close to 300 corporations
either organized in New Mexico or ad- ter's saloon at Tularosa a week ago.
The jury disagreed, in the case of
mitted to do business in the territory
Big Snow and Rain Storm.
from other commonwealths during the Oliver Carr, charged with smuggling
of the
An Albuquerque dispatch
fiscal year ending June 30, 1909. The Chinamen.
With snow many feet
T. S. Chappelle, Indicted by the 2!th ult. says:
total authorized capital stock represented by these corporations is in the United States grand jury for perjury tinep in the mountains and the whole
neighborhood of $115,000,000, or an in- in connection with a homestead entry, plains and valley country soaked with
crease of approximately $27,000,000 as was found guilty and sentenced to a r?in and slush, the first snow storm
compared with the previous fiscal year in the penitentiary, $1,000 fine of the season, which raged all t'.ay,
Uvill be of Inestimable value to the
and the costs.
year.
farming i.nd stock interests.
"The census of August, 190S, reBitten by Mad Horse.
Thousands of acres of wheat In the
ported 93,894 persons (84,864 the year
A Silver City dispatch of the 2d inst. dry farming country will be greatly
previous) of school age (3 to 21
mmBell, a well known
benefited, according to a special from
years). The June, 1909, reports show says: Frankpin08
A1,os. wno recently ciovis, which says the storm has ex- a publi c school enrollment of 47,jS7 lnS man of
sum
me
niiuunji
u
ruimueipuiit uuiie l
(onue aas tar east as me tuecos,
(43,667 In 1908).
This number, together with the large number of chil- for $75,000, is speeding on his way to has snowed here heavily for ten
Texas,
Austin,
at
the
institute
snowing,
Pasteur
is
and
still
hours
dren attending private and parochial
The railroad company is getting out
schools, indicates that fully GO per to receive treatment for a bite by amorn- it, snow plows on the mountain di- cent of our school population is found mad horse received last Monday
Del waa Preparing to go over- visions north of here in preparation
enrolled in the schools of various
lanu on a prospecting trip to .uexico, for heavy work tonight if the storm
counties throughout the territory."
and when he went to the corral to keeps up.
Some suffering among cattle Is reAftfii. hantr nut rnnrn thnn fnrtv. hitch up the horse attacked him bitn:
on thc hnd'
ported, but the storm, following a proeight hours, the Jury at Roswell in the inS
The horse was but en by a mad fox tracted dry fall, will mean hundreds
.(.h
f t..
ago and has been acting ot thousands of dollars to the farm- the murder of John Armstrong, mana- three weeks
ger ot the X. I. T. ranch, reported that strangely ever since. Bell, as soon as ers, cattlemen and sheep raisers.
General cold weather prevails, acit was unable to agree and was dis- he ascertained these facts, left at
once for Austin.
charged.
companied by high winds.

China has made another advance
toward liberal rule. The government
is prevaring plans for electing an imperial assembly, which will co-s'- st
of
an upper and a lower house. S numalber of provincial assemblies
ready in existence, and the;- - i - givovern-ment'- s
ing hearty support to the
progressive policies,
hiding
Otero County Reservoir.
the suppression of the opium
The most important application unregime
seems
new
China
to
in
The
der the Carey act thus far has been
have made a fair start.
filed with Territorial Engineer Sulli
van by Clarence T. Ullery, president,
There does not seem to be any
and John C. Enfield, secretary of t:ie
doubt that the rainy season has beDevelopment Company, for the
gun in the Philippines.
Following the
.sn.uuu acres
vieru
in
typhoon
Luzon 18 segregation oiof Alamogordo, in
destructive
to be re-- !
south
inches of rain fell in nine hours and claimed by a $175,000 irrigation nro- 26 inches In 24 hours.
There was a ject, taking the flood water of the Sac-- '
rise of CO feet In the Bued river. This ramento river by a 2,000-foo- t
canal in- in
that quarbeats all storm records
an arroyo which will empty ttiem
ter, and also suggests what might be to
into a natural reservoir site, 5,000
done in the way of conservation could acres in area, and which will hold
that surplus water b stored up and more than 100,000 acre feet, by the
kept against the need of a dry period. throwing up of an embankment a lit-- j
over a mile long.
It is not necessary for the youngThe diversion dam in the Sacra-sters to read dime novels to find hementó
river will be only thirty feet
The
roes worthy of imitation.
It is pronounced one of the;
New York "kid" who refused
to k'.ep quiet when burglars threat- most feasible large irrigation projects:
ened him ami who in his night dress in New Mexico.
chased the robbers until he landed
Says "Center Shots" In the Denver
them in the hands of the police is far
New Mexico is going to
nearer the real thing than any char- Republican:
acter that cun be found in cheap lit- try for statehood again at the coming
If you want to
erature.
His exploit beat that of the session of congress.
ordinary "Daredevil Dick" clear out live among the most patient, persevering people in the world, just trek to
of sight.
New Mexico.
A Greek war is deproable, not only
Territorial Engineer Sullivan has
for the blood epil'.ed, but for the cuss-word- rejected the application for diversion
it provokes in the proofroom of of waters in Eddy county of Mrs.
a newspaper over the unpronounceCaesarina A. Lewis and C. H. McLen-athan- ,
names.
able
both of Carlsbad, on the ground
that the waters applied for were not
The scientists have noticed changes subject to appropriation.
on Mars which convince them that
Governor Curry has appointed as
there has been a terrific convulsion on
the planet, one result of which must delegates to the National Rivers and
have been to destroy all life, If any Harbors congress at Washington, D.
had existed there. Where is the dar- C, Dec. 8, Miguel A. Otero of Santa
ing aviator who will make a trip Fe, William H. Andrews of Albuquerin that direction and ascertain juU que, W. A. Fleming Jones of Las
Cruces and Charles A. Spiess of East
what has happened?

n

Teachers Need Three Certifícate.
In a circular to county superintendents Superintendent of Public Instruction James E. Clark explains that the
laws provide that a legally qualified
teacher is one who holds a regular
teacher's license or a permit to teach;
a certiilcate of attendance upon the
regular institute in New Mexico or an
approved summer school or an approved excuse for
upon said institute or summer school;
and a certificate certifying that the
holder is not affected with tuberculosis in a communicable form. This
means that a teacher who may legally
draw public money for her services as
teacher in the public schools must
hold three certificates.
The regular
teacher's license is signed by the superintendent
of public Instruction,
(the permit may be signed by either
county
superintendent or the
the
of public instruction),
the institute attendance certificate
must be signed at least by the county
superintendent of schools the certifl- cate of attendance upon an approved
summer school must be signed by the
superintendent of public instruction
upon a
the excuse for
New Mexico institute or a summer
school must be signed by the county
superintendent
and by the superin-- 1
tendent of public Instruction; the
health certifícale must be signed by
physician
a reputable
licensed to
practice within the Territory of Now

Deadly Duel at Fairvlew.
dispatch of the
An Albuquerque
So small a matter as
28th ult. sa;
an alleged -- .,clal slight has been
found to have caused the family feud
by reason of which James B. Taylor
and Isaac Futch shot each other to
death Thanksgiving day, at Fairvlew,
CO miles north of Hillsboro, N. M.
According to further details of the
double killing received here today, the
neglect of Futch to Invite Mrs. Taylor
to bis wedding a year ago, when all
other neighbors were guests, and the
refusal to admit Mrs. Taylor when she
arrived at the scene of the nuptials,
engendered bad blood, finally culminating in tho violent death of two of
the best known men in the count".
Taylor, beside being a cattle man,
was foreman of the United States
Treasury mine, well known for years
as a Sierra county old timer and quite
popular.
Futch, not so well known,
was nevertheless highly esteemed by
all who knew him. He was formerly
foreman of the Winston cattle ranch.
The refusal of Futch to have Mrs,
Taylor attend his wedding led to gossip, and the snub created a sensation
in county social circles. High words
had frequently passed between the
two men and when they met at Fair-vieon Thanksgiving day, both resolved to end the trouble by killing
the other. They drew their weapons
at the same minute, Taylor, a Colt's
heavy .45, and Futch an automatic pistol.
Horrified bystanders heard the rap-id staccato of the two guns being emp- t"-ana saw tne men tan, uotn aying
1:
less than half a minute. Each was
wounded twice. Taylor snapped his
empty gun at his enemy after both
wtre down.

las Ve3

Desperate Outlaw Sentenced.
Edward Rice, the sternuous and desperate prisoner who once escaped
from Sheriff Cleofes Romero at Needles and who pulled off a continuous
s
series of escapes thereafter, was
fenced in the District Court at I.ns
vegas uu me
iiini. uy .muse mum
to serve two years in the Santa Fe
penitentiary for forging Santa Fe pay
checks. Following the expiation of
his term Rice will not have the pros- pect ot tne sweet nuerty tor wnicn ne
has battled but will be taken ignomln- iously back to Needies, ( a!., to face
the charge of attempted murder. Rice
it will be remembered while hiking
from Justice across the desert shot
and nearly killed an Indian trailer
who was in pursuit.
Before he was
finally brought back to I.as Vegas by
the sheriff Rice escaped from Jail and
from a hospital after terrorizing the
whole neighborhood and was at last
found, nearly dead from his wounds
and exhaustion, hiding under a trestle.
Hie contract for the new Chaves
county court house, to cost $ 30,'JOO,
haB been awarded to the I. H. and W.
M. Rapp company, architects, of Trinidad and Santa Fe.
Governor Curry on the 30th ult.
the resignation of Christian
Otto, commissioner for Union county.
The governor a.'so dismissed five men
of the mounted police, to comply with
the new law which went into effect
December 1st. Hé has retained Fred
Fornoff, captain of the force.
A coast and geodetic survey party
of seven men, under H. W. Maynard,
which has been running a line west of
Albuquerque, has completed the work
for tho season. Since April 15 they
e
line or con- have completed a
trol survey from Goff's, Cal., 10 miles
west of Needles, to Albuquerque.

jl

Verdict of Accidental Death.
of the
An Albuquerque dispatch
2Rth ult. says that Harvey Johnson,
son of Oscar Johnson, the St. Louis
shoe magnate, came to his death by
accident .p. his bungalow on the Up- er Pecos yesterday, was the verdict
Qf a coroners pury which was
V(ine(j today near the scene of the
tragedy.
We fin(i that death was probably
due t0 an accdent," is the verdict.
he memDers of the jury went to tho
scene, vlowa.l the premises carefully,
00e at thc remains and examined
ac.verai witnesses,
Those familiar with the circum-tl- e
s,ances surrounding the death of he
joung nisn are skeptical as to the s
raent theoiv. In the absence of
B0ute evidence showing premeditated
the Jury agreed that
seif.destruction,
noth,;n fn warrant :i
that tnprB
verdlct of other than accidental death,
presumably by reason of the careless
nan(lllng of a reVolver. The body waa
shipped tonight, accompanied by E. I..
Collins, to St. lxuis for burial. Mr.
Collins is a traveling salesman for the
firm of which the father of the dead
young man is a member.

Territorial Engineer Sullivan on the
2d inst. approved

the applications for
these five irrigation projects:- Nicolas
and Benigno Rodrigues of Arboles,
Colo., on the San Juan river in San
Juan county; Jackley & Kimple of Alamogordo on Dog canon, Otero county; J. L. Torres of Alamogordo, in
Preston and Barrow canons, Otero
county; Oleo Strand of Lake Arthur,
on the Cottonwood, in Eddy county,
and Crecencio Salazan of Coyote, en
the Ojito de la Flameda, Rio Arriba
county.

WORTH KNOWING.
Remedy That Anyone Can Prepare at Home.

SFmpI

Most people are more or !.ss subject to coughs and colds. A simple
remedy that will break up a cold
quickly and cure any cough that is

curable is made by mixing two ounces
e
of Glycerine, a
of Virgin
Oil of Pine compound pure and eight
ounces of pure Whisky. You can get
these in any good drug store and easily mix them in a large bottle.
The
mixture is highly recommended
by
the Leach Chemical Co. of Cincinnati,
who prepare the genuine Virgin Oil of
Pine compound pure for dispensing.
POOR BILL.

Noble Sportsman
Whatever it is
I've shot, it makes a most unearthly
row.
Keeper Yes; poor Bill ain't got a
very musical voice; has he?
SKIN

ROUGH

AS

BARK.

Baby Boy Had Intense Itching Humor
Scratched Till Blood Ran.
Found

a

Cure in Cutlcura.

"Our son, two years old, was afflicted
with a rash. After he suffered with
the trouble several weeks I took him
to the doctor but it got worse. The
rash ran together and made large
blisters.
The little fellow didn't want
to do anything but scratch and we had
to wrap his hands up to keep him
from tearing the flesh open till tho
blood would run. The itching was intense.
The skin on his back became
hard and rough like the bark of a
tree. He suffered intensely for about
three months. But I found a remedy
in Cuticura Soap and Cutlcura Ointment.
The result was almost magical. That was more than two years
ago and there has not been the slightest symptom of it since he was cured.
J. W. Lauck, Yukon, Okla., Aug. 28
and Sept. 17, 1908."
Potter Drag A Chem. Corp., Bole Props., Boston- -

May Paste Million Posters.
Artists, billposters, printers, paper
manufacturers and tuberculosis fighters are all united in a gigantic crusade
against tuberculosis which is about to
be started under the direction of the
National Association for the Study
and Prevention of Tuberculosis.
In
addition to the gifts of free space on
billboards and free printing of posters
made by the Associated Billposters
and Distributors of America and the
Poster Printers' Association, several
hundred paper manufacturers have
given paper for the posters to the
value of several thousand dollars, and
artists from all over the United States
are contributing sketches for posters,
free of charge.
The local, state and
national
associations
will see that the posters are placed
in cities and towns where they are
most needed.
The posters are nine feet long and
seven feet wide and will be printed in
several colors. If sufficient paper is
procured a million will be pasted up.
The value of these various contributions would reach fully $2,000,000 if
paid for at commercial rates.

There All the Time.
It is told of Dr. Thorold that he was
once asked to give away the prizes at
a school belonging to the London

Both Depend on the Batter.
Nick Altrock, one of the real funny
actors on the ball field, boarded at tho
same hotel with "Jiggs" Donahue last
winter, and one morning at the breakwith
fast table, in conversation
"Jiggs," said:
"The buckwheat cakes at this hotel
remind me of a baseball game."
"How's that?" asked Donahue.
"The batter doesn't always make a
hit," Terre Haute Tribune.
"Did you ever play football when
you were a boy?" "Only when I stubbed my toe."
STOCK SHOW AT
DENVER.

WESTERN

January 8 to 15, 1910.
During the week of the Stock Show
the 13th Annual Convention of the
American National Live Stock Association will be held, January 11 to 13;
also the initial annual meeting of the
Beef Producers' Association of America.
Tue Colorado & Southern will make
a rate of one fare for the round trip
from all points in Colorado. Tickets
will be on sale January 9 to 14 inclusive. Final limit, January 17, 1910.
Lady (on the bank) My dear sir,
how did you come to tumble in?
My dear madMan (in the water)
am, to be frank, I didn't come to tumble in, I came to skate. The By-

stander.
COLORADO NATIONAL APPLE
POSITION.

EX-

Denver Auditorium, January 3 to 8.
A rate of one fare for the round
trip will be made by the Colorado &
Southern railway, from all points In
Colorado. Tickets will be on sale
January 2 and 3. Final limit, January
10, 1910.

RICHARD WATSON GILDER.
The unexpected death of Richard
Watson Gilder is more than a personal bereavement to the thousands
in every part of the land, and in other
lands, to whom he was known affectionately either In person or even
better by the revealing personality
of his poetry and other writings.
To
his associates of this magazine, who
from the daily contact of many years
knew his rare spirit, his uncompromising scrupulousness, his high standards of personal influence, bis large
horizons of sympathy, his instinct and
habit of usefulness, it must always
seem that the noble qualities of the
real man can never be made known
to the world as they are known to us.
To the readers of The Century, in
which for the nearly forty years of Us
existence he has been a formative and
determinative force and for the last
twenty-eigh- t
its responsible and devoted editor-in-chiehis death must
be like the loss of a friendly voice
from the fireside, a voice of hope and
of warning, of optimistic faitb and of
brave encouragement
toward worthy
ends. The Century.
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You tak nn
change whn
buy inn a harness from u:
every Bet
to be
an represented. This double team harness complete
collars
with broecn-Injtand
Concord
style.
tracen.
for
Sold
125.00.
everywhere for 127.00. Send for our free catalogue of saddles and harneas, Iiowest prices
llnr-DI
in the U. fi Tim red Mueller Smlille A
l.nrimer St.. Denver. Colo.
Co.. 1413-II- f
DnU

In all kinds of MKIt-DU- ll
I
nni (dealer
I. LUi'lV
HANIUSK. Mammoth rila-lo- g
mailed free. Cor. 16th and Blake, Denver.

RUGS

LINOLEUM

&
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at wholesale prices. We pay the freight.
Pest catalog in Denver mailed free.
THE HOLCOMB & HART

S'Kh"S!

RAW Fll?

PELTS
HIDES
Write for our complete
AND

price list anil latin.
school board.
Highest prices paid nnd satisfactory returns.
In the course of his opening address
I OTZ 1IIDF, & WOOL. CO.
lUpId City, 9. ft.
Srb.
Dfflm. fnl.
r.ford,
he gravely asked the children, "Which
was the largest island in the world be- T A niF '
STYLES
K MAKKET
fore Australia was discovered?"
KstabliBhL'd 1876.
When the youngsters gave it up, he
to Mall Ordert
Careful Attention
said in the same grave way, which THE HOWLAM) MILLINKKY A 1 l it CO.,
made them laugh all the more, "Why,
Ktth nml Ntout, Denver
Australia, of course; it was there all
Solicits your business, either to
T.
H.
CltAIO
the time!"
Sell or buy IIAnOrO Hnriif. Wagons
HNnnd Huddle.
BniilesHllKN
Auction Sides "BW nwiwBvei.y Wednesd;iy,
RESULTS OF FOOD
p ni. West Denver Stock Yards, lUM Tülr.
Health and Natural Conditions Come 2teenth
Street, Phone Mala 25b2.
From Right Feeding.

FURS

WRITE

Man, physically, should be like a
perfectly regulated machine, each part
working easily in its appropriate place.
A slight derangement
causes undue
friction and wear, and frequently ruins
the entire system.
A
educator of Boston
found a way to keep the brain and the
body in that harmonious
which makes a joy of living.
"Two years ago," she writes, "being
in a condition of nervous exhaustion, I
resigned my position as teacher, which
I had held over 40 years. Since then
the entire rest has, of course, been a
benefit, but the use of Grape-Nut- s
has
removed one great cause of illness in
the past, namely, constipation, and its
attendant evils.
"I generally make my entire breakfast on a raw egg beaten into four
spoonfuls of Grape-Nuts- ,
with a little
hot milk or hot water added.
I like
it extremely, my food assimilates, and
my bowels take care of themselves. I
find my brain power and physical condition much greater and I know that
the use of the Grape-Nut-s
has contributed largely to this result
"It is with feelings of gratitude that
I write this testimonial, and trust it
may be the means of aiding others in
their search for health."
Look in pkgs. for the little book, "The
Road to Wellville." "There's a Reason."
read the above Irttrrr A
Km
opprora from time to
one
They
ere Renulne, true, and fulllime.
of human
Interest.

PIANOS

FOR

INTRODUCTORY

CFFER

TODAY

If ynu Intend to buy a Piano this faM
ETft this off r now.
Save $100 to $150.
I.Iiternl Pnyment l'lnn. THIÍ KNH.HI-CAIirilHI- .Ij
MUSIC CO., Denver, th
music house.
largest
West's oldest and
Established 1874.

E. E. BURLINGAME & CO.,
ASSAY OFFICE

n

laboratory

Established inColorado,J866. Samples by mailor
ex press will receive prompt and careful attention
Gold4SilierBulllonR,,ljeRdvMj2dH'a1ED"'ed
AMALGAMATION
AD
too lbs. to carload lots.

CONCENTRATION,

CTANlUb
1736-173- 8
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SLIGHTLY
WEBER
GEORGE
HALLET

Writ

for terms.

Lawrence St.. Denver. Colo.

BQY

USED PIANOS
34: 0

6RAND

STECK

GRAND

& DAVIS SMALL GRAND,

$315

7

beautiful mahogany case
$485
Taken as part payment on the ctble
,
Inner Player Piano.
Another carload of our special bargains. $226 to $250. now on sale.

m m.

llUV-i- U

California St.

E. BURTON, ASSAYER & CHEMIST
LKAUV1I.LK, COLORADO
Mpclmen prices: Gold, silver, lead, II ; fold,
liver. 7Bc; Rold, 60c; tine or copper, $1.
fcalltn envelopes and full price Itat aent on
applloatlnn.
Control and umpire work
ank.
d. Reference; Carbonata National
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Dry Goods

Easy Monthly Payments

Entered in tile Sunnysiif, New Mexico Postodice as second
class mail matter.

RICARDO,

"Right

ADVERTISING RATES:

Goods

at

wealthy easterners,

Do yourfalllplowinj? now; ex- from the right of way.
perience has shown that you
Just what caused the accident
should break your land in the is not known, but it is supposed
fall and get the benefit of the that the water gage became
Do not wait clogged, allowing the water in
snow of winter.
until spring but break yourground the boiler to get low unbekuown
now if you expect to raise a crop to the engine crew.
This has
the coming season.
been so often demunstracd that
No news of any kind has been
all should heed.
received from the party of daring
There is a proposition talked, explorers headed by Dr. F. A.
of dividing the precinct so as to Jones of Albuquerque which left
Bisbee the middle of November
run the line between the old town
for
the interior of the unknown
of Sunnyside and Fort Sumner.
This would be a very unwise Tiburón island in the gulf of Cal
move as it would divide the pop- ifornia. UmrThe party left word
Hint
ij. tuc
mat if
nut iitciru. J?
1

old-tim-

e

New

Furnishings
NEW MEXICO.

the Right Price.'
at

GUADALUPE,

N. M.

Mexi-

Dry Goods, Boots and Shoes,

cans, lacal people and prominent territo-

Gent's Furnishings

rial citizens.
know lots

They

B

Earickson & Co.

Fort Sumner lots are being bought by

ulation of the precinct and tend
to divide our community.
There
is no good reason for making
this division, and there are several good reasons for opposing
the division; it is to be hoped
that our people will consider this
prosposition before advocating
the division.

and
: : :

Also a BRANCH HOUSE

LEGAL
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Per line per issue (body typt1) 5c Per line first insertion, (G pt.
type)
7 2
DISPLAY
Each subsequent insertion
of
121
2c
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DEALER IN

here

are

Furniture Hardware
Groceries Hay and Feed
Farming Implements and Wagons

good

purchases.

We have just received a new and complete line of Ladies and Gents Furnishings

Can you pay $5.00 per month?

ASK FOR OUR PRICES

iroin

by January 1 there would be
something the matter and Gov- ernor Torres of Chihuahua, who
Buy one or two and let them increase
sent a detatchment of tweney-fiv- e
soldiers with the expedition
and will send a rescue party into
in value while you pay for them.
uie interior in case no news is
received in the next few weeks
It was planned to dispatch the
schooner in which the party sailUnder the heading, "Wells-Farg- o ed
from Guaymas back to the
Stockholder Get Rhh
mainlaud
with news of the sucHaul," the assoc'ated press Moncess of the exploration, but no
day tells how the stockholders of
tidings of the schooner has been
this financial octopus gets a cii-den- d
received.
cf greater percent than any
Friends of the members of the
man should be allowed to extrac t
party ne co: s'c'erably worried
We people oí
from anotre
over the tact that no word has
New Mexico have been painfully
been received from them, neither
aware that the express company have the
Mexican authorities at
has been getting rich hauls from Hermosil'o
nor Guaymas heard
i ts custo:ni rs every day, a;id there
any tidings. The American Cor
is one consolation in it now that
sul at Guaymas has written
we know where the money goes
"Tangle" Johnson, who was to
to. Give us statehood!
No ofbe one of the party but was unafense intended.
Texico Trumble to leave at the time, asking
pet.
him if he had received any word
Statehood would help Lut what of the explorers.
The Mexican
we want is a commission to reg- governmant, although
a guard of
ulate railroad?, express compan- its soldiers was
sent with the exies and other corporations. Thy pedition,
has likewise not heard
next legislature will have the from its men and has
applied to
chance to provide a Corpo ations the American consul, hoping
that
Commission to look after these
he could furnish some
corporporations unless the people
send a lot of corporation lawyers
to Santa Fe to make laws for
The bill for the aimission of
them as thoy have bae.n doing in the territories of
New .Mexico
the past.
Sweetest
and Atizono into thi um'ou of
states, and the bill whi:h it is
.'.'ir
In an interview with J. P. believed is certain will pass the
:t.
Stone of Portales, who is here United S á'.es congress at the
joking after h's tanking inter- session just opened was introdu-cidinth- e
ests, he stales that rjal eota.e
house of representais rapidly advancing' in value and tives byRepresjn ativeFIa nilton
everyone is very enthusiastic over of Michigan, chairman of the
...
v
the irrigation project at Portales nouse committee on territories.
Tuesday
and that they have crdered the
it was introduced in the
machinery, costing over $100, 000, senate by Senator Borah of Idaho.
for the central power p:ar,t fur That the bill will pass congress
No Piano has ever been more enthusiastically endorsed.
irrigating 12,000 acres.
That at this feision does not admit of
The Artistic Case, the Easy, Responsive Action, and above
they have developed 1,400 gal- a doubt.
all the i2sci, sweet, rich Tone, captivates performer and lislons per minute in one. of their
Thissta'ehood bin is an admintener. TIis united verdict is that
.".
.".
.".
t s. wells and are digging orherc. istration measure.
it is said to
The plant will handle at least
nave been written by President
BARD
ARE
000 acres, which is being rapidly Taft in collaboration w i h Secresubscribed for. The cost per acre tary of the interior Ballongt rand
1"
will be $35 per acre, to be paid Attorney General vVicKersna-.j- .
in seven annual payments, after It is designed to meet the objec.v.. i M. Walter, 244 Ora id Avp., Aurora, III., ays: 4I cannot And wordu in tlie
rj'.i.-l- :
express my appreciation to you for bavin poM hi" such a bciuttful iu- which time the plant will belong tions offered to former measures u'umt'ut.í.i..tíd,io to tuiitk it the mo-- beituiful
case I ever t..iw,
the tone is tmnfiir
ri;nt.
shall bo gu4 to five you auy testimonial, a I tUiuk the Lombard 6 Lou Id take tUe
to the water users. There is an- of th3 kind and it is likely to go
. r.po.
roiiblíday, Pres. Corpus Christ! Collepi, Galpstmrtr, III,, says: W are usine
other plant about comm.ncju hrough both the house and the
nil ard h: cur i ojíele work at Cp.u
hristi, and it is a pleaeun; to 'recommcud tt. It
itjMU'unieiil with a deep,
t'ijauti;ul
r.cü tuue."
.l
some fifteon miles west oí Por- senate practically with ju. aaionu- J, W. Pttrviivicp, Kdttnr MiXairnv Coonty'lrdopcndptit, Selmer. Tenn., sava: "Til
tales. There are 100,000 acres ment.
(l,ttiui.ird I'm.!'-- tiiirt or id ttt HaniiHi'ie exudations.
U
ut only a rare brant v iu
mu ward timsli, but t tie tne is round, full, rich aud bwcet.
Your firm has proven to be
very effort will b brought to
of land tributary to Portales
with tue.''
oiiipt and reliable iu its dealt
whijh has this shallow waleranu oar for its rapid passage and as
r.rticst Pnxson, Editor Press, Parkfrtburc, Pa., mt: "t tuost say toit the Lombard
me ia u beuimful iuMiiumeut, aud acruuit lo a ataudard firm. We are more than batiNUcd.''
w.llall o .bt ess b j irrigated la Lav au known now praeticauy ah
V. S. Knapp, PresidiMit Federal Charter Co., Washington, D. C.
ay: "We no realce
a id ompii liensive tria! ot the I,otnbard by' many muaical artiot ot Wahitifr
opposition to the measure will be ;o... ai artrt'ii
ine near luture.
t iin'ift, nvurflh:6.s ui pnc tr make.
Every uue who has tried tUia
tint :t stiiiitU
witndrawn and New Mexico will ititruuiL'iit is euthuianttc in i ta praise,"
One of the most horrible acciThese arc samples of hundreds of enthusiastic letters
be a state this year.
dents in years on the Santa Fe
received In every mall.
The bill provides for the elecrailway occurred Sunday near
tion
delegates
of
to
a
constitut
Piano Until You Have Investigated the Lombard.
Gerloch, Okla., when a big comtional convention at whicn a con
pound locomotive hauling a fast
;
the Lombard Piano to any reliable party on 10 days free trial.
ireight, blew up while running stitution wih bu drawn up tor uie
.1 f r by easy monthly or quarterly payments.
Credit will be
new stale of New Mexico, to be
any houeat cuutomcr. A discount allowed for all cash.
atfull speed.
submitted
to
people.
the
pro
It
The engine was shattered by
GALE.SBURG PIANO CO.,
the explosion of the boiler, M. K vides, however, that officers for
...v.
the
state
J
shall
ACTURER.S.
GALESBURG. ILL.
be
not
elected
at
Uis, engineer and Fireman F.
J. Saunders, were instantly kill- the time of the vote on the rati"?,--r
".
fication of the constitution, but
of this paper for further information about the
ed; their mangled bodies were
shall be chosen at an election to
;ad
a special opportunity to (et one almost TUSE
lucked up three hundred ieet
(contiuued on page C)
oute one will get the bargain of Ü3 life.

FORT SUMNER,

NEW MEX.

PECOS VALLEY HOTEL
FORT SUMNER,

J. O. WELBORN.

N. M"

FIRST CLASS ACCOMMODATIONS
Meals and Lodgins $2.00 Per Day.
Mrs. R. BEAUBIEN, Proprietress.

A. A. Wells

--

General Contractor
and
'

Builder
I do all grades of work
First, Second and
Third Grades, with price to suit.

Figure With Me.

Simon Katz

11

1

5

0?

PIANOS

IN

THE

THE WORLD

i

!!

will give $2.00 to the Woodmen of the World Camp
No. 68, towards building a Hall, out of the sale of

l3

a each and every bull ot LLUXribs ordered trom
him during the months of November and December.
Also 50 cents from every Pair of Pants
i
y sold by him during the same time.

Praised by Press and Pulpit

i
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BUILDING Material,
Paints d.iú BuyMe

i

.

-

Hardware

i

i.

"Prices Right."
HARRY W. NAYLOR. Local Manager.
m3

!

Half a loaf Is enough for the loafer.
Plow to sow, sow to reap, reap to
live.
Cows should never be allowed to go
dry too long.

Insanitary vessels
cause of bad butter.

are

potent

Service In the field depends upon
the comfort of the horse.
No alfalfa for the orchard. It takes
too much moisture out of the ground.

It is poor economy to try to save
n oney by having the horse imperfectly shod.

The incubator giving the least trou
ble is the one kept In the best work
ing condition.
A

clean horse

Hotter
auto.

Is soonest curried.

a poor Porse than a poor

Chickens kept
fed a noon meal.

confined

should be

Cheap harness often proves an
pensive Investment.

Women's Secrets

bA4k.ls.ea

Lots of people have automobile aspirations and ox team efficiency.

Smokeless Device is an exclusive
The automatically-Iockin- e
feature of the Perfection Oil Heater. This

Automatic Smokeless Device

CrSSSt

PERFECTION
Oil

(Equipped

Sloh. Women VVoll.

In southern New Jersey the weekly
shipment of squabs to market is said
to be more than 7,000.

For

If the pullets have not commenced
lo make comb they should be espe
cially fed so as to hasten maturity.

It is much easier to prevent the
growth of horns on the heifer calves
than it is to dehorn a grown animal.
The dry weather early in the season
for turkeys and there
wiil be a larger crop this fall than
usual.

Slier 1.1 agents wanted.
MEDICAL CO..

184

Shipping Fever
& Catarrhal Fever

Every Dealer Everywhere.
If Not At Your!, Write for Descriptive Circular
to the Nearest Agency f the

GOSHEN, IND., U. S. A.

CONTINENTAL
Oil, COMPANY,
(Incorporated)

wap Just right

Largest Manufacturer cf
men's Fine Shoc3 in the World
Wear W, L. Doug, as comfortablet
g
The

ventilation is one of the first
essentials to good health of dairy animals.

When covering the strawberries,
see that there is little or no grain in
the straw, else you will have trouGood management is the only thins ble in the spring.
which will make hens pay a profit
every month.
Plant diseases and insects can be
kept in check by keeping the ground
A cold roast for dinner and a hot free of fallen fruit, after the orchard
roast between meals turns the mills of crops have been harvested.
the divorce courts.
An inexperienced man with a pair
It should not be one great breed of of sharp shears will do more harm
horses against another so much as in an orchard In one day than all the
insects combined could do In a year.
the well hied against the scrub.

j

The millions of bacteria In the decomposing manure go to work at once
strengthening
on the grass roots,
their growth and increasing the humus in the soil.

Fall plowing that Is well done cuts
When manure is applied to grass
the labor of preparing the seed bed
next spring cuts It squarely In two lanu it should be spread thinly and
evenly, and there is no way the work
in my opinion.
can be done as satisfactorily as with
Diversified intensive farming is the a manure sprinkler.
only kind that will pay the money
The hog population of Ireland, as
which buys autos and other convereported by the Irish Farming World,
niences for the farmer.
numbers about one to every four inA few hours' work with a steady
habitants, that of Denmark about one
team and a road scraper will save dol- to every two inhabitants.
lars' worth of manure and leave the
Cabbage, beets, etc.. can well be left
barnyard in dandy shape for the winIn the ground until November, or at
ter's chores.
least until the latter part of the
When the consumer can rest assured month, as they do much better In tho
that his milk won't have dirt and filth ground than in storage, and make
settled in the bottom of the glass considerable growth.
from which he drinks, he will pay
high for his milk.
To some city dwellers the farm Is
the final haven to which they aspire.
among
There is a mistaken notion
To own a small farm of their own is
sume breeders as to the value of old the one dream of their life. And yet,
the
sires among horses and other live some farmers don't appreciate
stock. It has been noled that good boon which they have in their hands.
stallions if kept right are valuable for
r
writes that
very many years.
A Montana
orchard of Mackhe thins his
every six
apple
a
one
one
with
Best soil for alfalfa is
intosh Reds to
surface sufficiently heavy to retain an Inches and clips away the leaves
abundance of moisture and furnish
which shade the fruit. His apples
good storehouse for plant food; one are superb in every way and there
with a fairly deep subsoil sufficiently are no culls.
porous to allow good underdrainage.
Railways have made great preparaFall lettuce and other small crops tions to move grain this fall. All old
are welcomed In the average home freight cars that were worth it have
and the trouble of growing them is been repaired and thousands of new
profitable. Just another ones have been built, so that the railextremely
way of utilizing those out of the way way companies feel confident they can
places in fence corners and close to handle the business without delay.
buildings.
Plow the corn stalks under. A disk
Clover is very valuable and where seems the best Implement to cut the
clover hay is fed to stock there will stalks and It makes a good surface
be abundance of shatterings for the mulch to retain the moisture before
poultry, whether fed dry in a clean dry the ground is plowed, and It mellows
Besides, the disked
place, or whether steamed, or fed in the ground.
a bran mash, the value of clover shat- ground lessens the pull upon the
many
greater
think.
than
plowing.
terings is
horses in

tiround limestone Is better than
Two tons per acre
burnt limestone.
may be applied it the soil is rather
extremely
if
acid three, four
but
acid,
and even five tons per acre, once In
three or four years. It may be thrown
'upon the ground broadcast, and more
of it should be applied on the hills.

It is a poor way to plow the soil ani
let it lie without working before planting, so that It dries out and cannot be
got into good condition. If the ground
is plowed in the fall we should begin
mmn it as earlv as Dosslble in the
spring and cultivate or disk It several
Hmp
un as to start and kill several
crops of weeds', and this will also
the soil In good condition.

SOUTH AMERICA remember this
BRAZIL, ARGENTINA
URUGUAY and CHILE
Vind ever arranged
will be made by the S.S. Hluechcr
(12.500 tor.:) laaving New York
Duration
January
1U10.

First trip of Its

!',

SI Days . $350

..,

Also cruises to the West
Indies and Orient
P. O. Box 17IÍ7
HAMUriMi-AMERICA-

it may save your life. Cathartics,
bird shot and cannon ball pills tea
spoon doses of cathartic medicines
all depend on irritation of the bowels
ts
until they sweat enough to move.
strengthen the bowel muscles
so they creep and crawl naturally.
This means a cure and only through
Cascareis can you get it quickly and
naturally.
est
Cascareis 10c box week's treatment. All drutrirtsts. liigpest seller
In tile world million boxes a monüi.

LINT!
- - - - New York

Thompson's Eye Water

W.

N.

U

DENVER, NO.

Outwit Horse Sharper
Did you ever find a lemon in a horse's nose?

How and why did it get there? Did the
you
go
incurably
bought
last horse
lame the next day ? Do you know why ? Why
were his ears tied together with a fine silken thread? Perhaps you are about to buy a
horse because you like his " ginger " ? Are you sure it is health and high spirits, or IS
It ginger commercial ginger? Are you sure you could tell the age of a horse by its
teeth ? Or would your experience be like that other man's, who paid $3500 for a
horse, thinking he was buying a 7yearoId ? The horse had been " Bishoped."
Horse buying and trading offer hundreds of opportu
nities and temptations to use trickery and sharp prac- tice. There is only one way to meet : read

it

"HORSE SECRETS" EXPOSED
It will protect you will make you horse-wis- e
and
and crook-proo- f,
save you from being cheated by dopes or tricks when buying,
selling, or trading. It exposes and makes you acquainted with the
tricks and handling methods of gyps and a certain class of unscrupulous dealers.
Many of the secrets of this book are now made
public for the first time. No such collection of Horse Trading,
Horse Buying, Horse Training, and Horse Feeding information has
ever before been published. It is impossible even in this large space
to give a complete list of the secrets in this sensational book.
" Horse Secrets " has been prepared by Dr. A. S. Alexander, the
f.inious veterinarian, who has had upwards of 25 years' experience
g
in
and Breeding.

'

Horse-Buyin-

How to Secure

Doped and Doctored horses
are sold every day; be
on your guard.

it

Hy the end of that time the land Is
exhausted, the yields are low and the
farmers are poor. The change to a diversified system of farming should
never be deferred until the land Is
run out. In most of the regions mentioned above, characterized by single
necessary
to
not
Inoculate
the
It is
crop systems of farming, the change
soil for cowpeas, but it is necessary to more diversified and more conserv
for soy beans. It is much easier to ative types of farming that Is, types
inoculate the soil for soy beans than more conservalive of soil fertility
for alfalfa, but It Is Just as necessary. has been more or less completely
Inoculating once is sufficient; it may made.
'
be done by putting a pint of the soil
containing the bacteria in the drill box
Many plow sod in the fall for poand lettinc It sift out with the seed. tatoes, sowing the field to rye, which
This
Is turned under in the spring.
On the majority of soils It is safe freezes out and kills many of the
to spread manure In the fall, either grubs which are always found in old
If sod. As it is not necessary to plant
for fall or spring plowing.
manure has been accumulating around potatoes early the rye gets considermanure
yard
or
in
the
shed able growth and chokes out all weeds.
the barn
it is a good time now to draw it out It also protects the soil during the
and spread it upon the land. In no winter. This method makes two plow-Ing- s
way does manure give as large refor one crop, but the advantage
turns as when spread on grass land, in that the sod rots and the humus Is
and there is no better time than fall. thoroughly mixed with the soil. The
The fall rains and winter snows will rye also adds to tne lertmty and
soak it well into the soil whtre it makes the soil loose, giving the po
will be available for the grass roots tatoes a chance to grow to a larg
when they start In tho spring.
size.

The difference

A CRUISE TO

s a oes. They are
made upon honor, ttf the best leathers, by the most skilled workmen,
In all the latest fashions. Shoes In
every style and shape to suit men
In all walks of lite..
If I could take you Into my large
factories at Brockton, Mass., and
show you how carefully W. L. Do unías shoes are made, you would
then understand why they hold
their shape, fit bevter, wear longer
and are of greatet value than any
other make.
C A 1'T IO N . See that W. L, Honglas
ñamen ml the retail price Is 8 umpeJon
the bottom. Take Ílo Substitute.
easy-walkin-

liroadwjiy

Some of the corn shocks will twist
and go down before you are ready to
use them. If such shocks have already
been damaged by rain, husk them out,
place the corn and fodder in small
piles, let dry for two or three days and
then store. If they are left in the
shock both will mdld and rot.

Heater

with Smokeless Device)'

Turn the wick high or low no smoke,
no smell. Burns Tor 9 hours with one
filling. Instantly removed for cleaning.
Solid brass font holds 4 quarts of oil
sufficient to give out a glowing heat for 9
hours solid brass wick carriers damper
top cool handle oil indicator.
Heater beautifully finished in nickel or
Japan in a variety of styles.

Pink Eye, Epizootia

DISTEMPER

SPOHN

Good

Whenever a large limb is sawed
from the tree the wound should at
once be covered with wax or thick
paint.

doesn't allow the wick to rise to a
nnlnf where it CAN smoke, vet
permits a strong flame that sheds a
steady, glowing heat without a whiff
of smoke.
No other heater in the world com
pares with the

!&S

ís

WeaU. Women. Strong,

ex-

A little axle grease applied where
it belongs saves horseflesh.

Smokeless Oil Heater

P.

There is one maa in the United States who hat perhaps heard
more women's secrets than any other man or woman in the
country. These secrets are not secrets of guilt or shame, but
tho secrets of suffering, and they have been confided to Dr.
R. V. Pierce in the hope and expectation of advice and help.
Tnat few of these women have been disappointed in their expectations is proved by the fact that ninety-eigper cent, of
all women treated by Dr. Pierce have been absolutely and
altogether cured. Such a record would be remarkable if the
cases treated were numbered by hundreds only. But when
that record applies to the treatment of more than half-a- - million women, in a practice of over 40 vears. it is phenomenal.
and entitles Dr. Pierce to the gratitude accorded him by women, as the first ol
specialists in the treatment of women's diseases.
Every sick woman may consult Dr. Pierce by letter, absolutely without
charge. All replies are mailed, sealed in perfectly plain envelopes, without
any printing or advertising whatever, upon them. Write without fear as without fee, to World's Dispensary Medical Association, Dr. R. V. Pierce. Prest..
Buffalo, N. Y.
DR. PIERCE'S FAVORITE PRESCRIPTION

A

Partial List of Secrets

SECRETS OF HORSE TRADING
AND SELLING :
The loose shoe trick. The turpentine and gasoline swindles. The horse-ha- ir
trick. The fresh
butter and flaxseed tricks. Making a horse
appear vicious or unsound. " Shutting" a

"heaver." "Plugging" a "roarer." Hiding

spavins or lameness. The ginger trick. Tricks
of crooked auctioneers. The widow trick. The
"burglar" dodge and many others.

Horse Secrets and subscription to) (J1 A A
FARM JOURNAL for

Successful
hand raising a foal. Secret method of fattening draughters. Secret of molasses feeding for
horses.

SECRETS OF HORSE TRAINING
AND HANDLING:
Secret of stopping halter pulling. Secret of
keeping a mule from kicking. Secret of handling and curing balky horses. Secret of curing
stall kicking. Etc., etc.

5

years, both for)

PloUU

FARM JOURNAL is the paper t ken by most farmers, and by at least 150,000 people In towns
and villages all over the United States. 650,000
subscribers road every issue with
delight and profit. It is a f.irm paper for farmers, but it is far more than that. Splendid departments on Vegetables, Flowers, I'ouhry, Household Hints and Recipes, Fashions, High Grade Patterns, the Family Doctor, Leg:d Questions, Boys' and Girls' pages, etc., as well as on Horses,
Cows, Sheep; Swine, Orchard, and Field Crops.
!n short, it is for everybody, town as well as country, and at the same time practical, instructive,
amusing, and cheerful.
FARM JOURNAL is clean and pure. It never has to be carried out of the house with the tongs.
The advertising: columns receive the most careful scrutiny and the bars are up oil the time against
medical, deceptive, supgesiheor nasty advertising of any kind whatever.
FA KM JOURNAL is thirty-thre- e
years old, and has grown to be by far the largest in the world,
lis score ol' editors are men and women who write "with their sleeves rolled up." They know
what they are talking about, and can quit when thev are through.
I!y itfiiif, FARM JOURNAL is worth manv dollars a year to everv American who lives in or
near the country. Vet the price, WITH " Horse Secrets " is only $1.00 for FIVE YEARS.

If you send your dollar within 10 days, we will include free "Poor Richard
Revived
our splendid 1910 Farm Almanac. 48 pages of useful and amusing
reading, calendar for the year 1010, etc.

I!1IM- -

Ili;--- ill
IIMI
tllí
!IÍI
FARM JOURNAL, 1087 Race Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

SECRETS OF HORSE FEEDING

AND RAISING :
silage feeding to horses. Secret of

Horse Secrets"

Horse Secrets has all the interest of an exciting story. The reader goes along
from page to page with increasing wonderment at the clever dishonesty of tricky
horse traders. It is a book that will sharpen your wits, and already the demand
has far exceeded our expectations.
We could sell this book and make large
sales, toe, at almost any price we wanted to ask. But. we believe that WE
CAN DO MOKE GOOD in another way; therefore we offer it only in connection with the following oifcr:

I"

s

02

Gentlemen: F.nclosed find $1.00 for a copy
subscription to Farm Journal for five years.

of

II
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Horse Secrets, and
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Philadelphia
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Burlington
la., has adopted ih
commission pian of a city government
by a vote of 2,638 to 1,268.
Reports of the election on the 23th
ult. shiar that the proposed prohlbi-focondtitutlnnnl amendment was de
feated at the polls In Alabama by a
considerable majority.
RECORD OF THE
CONDENSED
The gigantic meteor that was ob
served shooting across the sky in the
PROGRESS OF EVENTS AT
vicinity of Dubuque, la., split into two
HOME AND ABROAD.
rarts, one falling near Manchester.
The lattur portion weighed over a ton.
The Divisional Court of London de
FROM
ALL SOURCES nied the appeal of Miss Christabel
Pankhurst and Mrs. Haverfield, the
suffragettes who on July 9 were sentenced to pay a fine of $25 each or to
SAYINGS,
DOINGS, ACHIEVE' go to prison for a month on the charge
of
resisting the police.
MENTS, SUFFERINGS, HOPE3
With only the counterpart of a tombAND FEARS OF MANKIND.
stone nine Inches in length tattooed
upon his chest, and bearing the words,
"In Memory of Mother" as a clue to
WESTERN NEWS.
his identity, a man about forty years
Because he laughed aloud in church old dropped dead from heart disease
Wiley Rain, a country boy living near while looking into a show window.
Springfield, Mo., was sentenced to jail
Eight men imprioned In the Lonfor ten days.
don mine of the Tennessee Copper
Losses by the recent floods in north company at Ducktown, Tenn., aa the
are very groat. result of a shaft house fire, were reswest Washington
Many place the loss at $2,500,000 in cued the next day. None was Injured.
Skagit and Whatcom counties.
The miners
were protected
from
The Milwaukee Press Club has ex smoke and gas by a partition which
tended an invitation to Theodore they built.
Rosevelt to be the principal speaker
Freedom again was refused to Alduring the silver Jubilee exercises bert T. Patrick by Justice Jenks of the
next year following bis return from appellate division of the Supreme
Africa, the date to be selected by Mr, Court of New York after the lawyer,
Roosevelt.
who is serving a life sentence in Sing
The Des Moines Life Insurance Sing for the murder of William Marsh
Company has decided not to insure Rice, had argued his appeal in person.
Christian Scientists, following the pay Patrick was returned to Sing Sing.
ment of a $10,000 loss on Paul L.
As a resit of a water famine, severParks of Parksville, Miss., who, when al manufacturing plants in Springfield,
taken ill, refused to employ a physic Mass., including the government
ian and died ten days later.
were forced to suspend operaThe cabinet of Premier Giolitti of tions December 1st. Five thousand
Italy resigned on the 2d inst. because men were thrown ot of employment.
the Chamber of Deputies defeated the The water supply of 45,000 persons,
government bill for the reduction of more than half of the city's populaIndirect taxation on necessities, the tion, was shut off.
loss of revenue from that source to
Greater New York cast up its acbe offset by a progressive Income tax.
count with the Consolidated Gas ComWorking drawings for the new fed pany
December 1st and found that for
eral building at Denver have been arrearages on gas and electricity
it
over to the owed what probably
completed and turned
stand as the
treasury department. The depart largest lighting bill will
on record more
ment expects to be ready to receive than $11,000,000.
However, the city
bids for the work by January 1st and will collect from the company $10,- to let some of the contracts by March 000,000 on franchise taxes, leaving
1st.
only $1,000,000 to be paid in cash.
Prime steers December 1st reached
The British House of Lords on the
the highest price ever paid in the 30th ult.,
for the first time in 300
open market in Chicago, when 19 years,
refused its formal assent to
steers averaging 1,572 pounds sold at the budget,
thereby making it Illegal
$9.50 per hundredweight, and 10 yearfor the king's agents to collect taxes
lings weighing 1,081 each also sold at
with which to carry on the povern-menthe same price. A single head sold at
The vote was 350 to 75.
10 cents a pound.
This will render it necessary for
The call for the annual convention the crown, through the ministiy,
or. me National
wool uiuwers iissu-ciatio- to dissolve the House of Commons
has been issued by Secretary and order a general
election, thus
Walker.
It is to be held at Ogden, bringing the issue before the people.
ex8,
7
is
6,
and it
and
Utah, January
The joint committee of railway manpected that the range question will be
agers
Chicago has issued the folthe most important one up for consid- lowing atstatement: "The millions of
eration.
people who will suffer by reason ot
According to a decision by Police
the growing paralysis of traffic of thirJudge Crawford at Omaha, barbers teen railways entering St. Paul and
are "common laborers and are there- Minneapolis, and by the throwing out
fore amenable to the Sunday labor of employment of thousands of men
laws. Fifteen barbers had been prose- engaged in mining, manufacturing and
cuted for pursuing their calling on commercial
business requiring railSunday and their defense was that road facilities, should know that this
"profession."
a
is
work
their
situation is due to the refusal of the
The forest service has just an- membership of the Switchmen's Union
nounced the following appointments
of North America to abide by the proon national forests in district 2. for posed arbitration of differences."
Walter I.
the month of November:
Mickey was appointed forest guaid on
NEWS FROM WASHINGTON.
the Cheyenne national forest; Walter
secretary of the interior has apSamThe
G. Brown, Joseph D. Orme and
uel R. Quick on the Medicine Bow, proved the Colorado indemnity school
land selection for 7,194 acres in the
and August H. Taylor on the Routt.
Judge Kohlsaat in the Federal Cir Pueblo land district.
a
Rear Admiral R. R. Irgersoll,
cuit Court at Chicago has appointed
of the general board of the
receivers for the Illinois Tunnel Com- member
to be placed on the renavy, is
pany and the Chicago Warehouse & tired list about
on account of age.
Terminal Company, companies held
The secretary of the interior has
Chicago Subway withdrawn temporarily,
by the $50,000,000
pending acCompany. The receivership is the in- tion by congress, 119 acres along Half
itial step in a plan to reorganize the Moon creek, Colorado, reported as contwo companies under friendly terms. taining water power possibilities.
Capt. W. A. Johnson, formerly genThe secretary of the interior has
eral superintendent of the Guggen approved clear list No. 21 embracing
heim mining syndicate, and at one 7,194.53 acres in the Pueblo land distime an associate of John Hays Ham- trict, selected by the state of Colorado
mond, committed suicide at the Bel as indemnity for loss of school lands.
Secretary Balllnger on the 3d inst.
mont hotel at Salt Lake December
lBt by cyanide poisoning. The act is designated 140,800 acres of land In
attributed to financial reverses, which Wyoming as Bubject to disposition unthreatened his ownership of a valu der the enlarged homestead law. Inable group of mines in Yerington, cluding these tracts, 12,286,080 acres
of land in Wyoming has been desigNev.
nated as subject to disposition under
GENERAL NEWS.
the homestead law.
The forestry bureau reports that
are
Independent telephone interests
during the past fiscal year permits
fighting
fund
said to have an available
were issued Colorado stockmen for
of $100,000 subscribed to do battle grazing 273,499 cattle, 10,000 horses
against the Bell telephone interests and 642,000 sheep on the 17 forest
whenever the latter attempts to wipe reserves in the state, this being 17
out competition.
per cent of the cattle, 4 per cent of
By the decision of Judge Newman the horses and 38 per cent of the
of the United States district court at sheep in the state.
Atlanta, Ga., Costa George Najour, a
It Is being urged by the postoffice
Syrian by birth, is declared a white department
in an unoffical circular
man and eligible to American citizen
that people who contemplate the mailship.
ing of Christmas packages for delivAdmiral Togo, chief of the general ery in rural communities, post them
staff of the Japanese navy, retired De- as early as possible In order to avoid
cember 1st from the naval command congestion and consequent delay at
and became a member of the military postoffices supplying carriers on rural
routes. One delivery will be made on
council. He is succeeded by Vice
all rural routes on Christmas.
Sir Gero Ijuin.
V
A special received at Paris from
Walter Wellman, the noted Journal
via the frontier, says: "The ist and Arctic explorer, has issued a
, Madrid
fipanish Episcopate has petitioned the lengthy statement in which he gives
government to close all the lay and his reasonu for disbelieving Dr. Fredmodern schools in the kingdom."
erick A. Cook's account of his having
H. U. Mudge has been elected presi- discovered the North pole.
John R. Early, the "leper" who
dent of the Rock Island road. Mr.
Mudge formerly was general manager threw scientists of two continents
of the Santa Fe and later became sec- into a dispute, ventured to show himond vice president of the Rock Island. self in Washington again on the 2d
Edward P. Mitchell, for many years Inst. and was promptly put into quarEarly made no effort to eson the editorial staff of the New York antine.
Sun, has been elected president of cape arrest. He admitted he came to
the Sun Printing and Publishing Asso- Washington prepared to attempt to
ciation, succeeding the late William make things lively for the district authorities if they locked him up.
Latían

BACKACHE IS KIDNEYACHE.

AN EPITOME OF

FOR OLD PEOPLE.
After reaching the age of forty the
to human system gradually declines. The
accumulated poisons In the blood
cause rheumatic pains In the joints.

Usually There Are Other Troubles
Prove It.

LATE LIVE NEWS

Pain In the back 1b pain in the kidneys, In most cases, and it points to
the need of a special remedy to remove and cure the
or incongestion
flammation of the
kidneys that is interfering with their
work and causing

muscles and back. These warnings
should be promptly relieved and serious Illness avoided by using the following prescription which shows wonderful results even after the first few
doses and it will eventually restore
physical strength.
"One ounce compound syrup ot
Sarsaparilla; one ounce Torls compound; half pint of high grade whisthat pain
key. This to be mixed and used in
you say: tablespoonful doses before each meal
makes
"Oh, my back."
and at bedtime. The bottle to be well
Thompson
Wat shaken each time." Any druggist has
professional
kins,
these Ingredients or can get them
nurse, 420 N. 23rd from his wholesale house.
St., Parsons, Kan.,
Wanted More.
says: "For some
Francis, aged 2V4, was given a bunch
time I was annoyed with sharp twinges
irof grapes on his solemn promise not
across the small of my back and
Very careto "swallow the seeds."
regular passages of the kidney secretions. Since using Doan's Kidney Pills, fully he removed them all, and enjoyed the fruit as a child always does
I am free from these troubles."
Remember the name Doan's. Sold enjoy a new goody. When he had reby all dealers. 50 cents a box. Foster-Milbur- n moved the last grape from its clinging
place, he handed the empty stalk to
Co., Buffalo, N. Y.
his father.
Astonished the Company.
"Daddy," he said, "will you send
A famous dean was once at dinner,
this back to the store and have the
when, just as the cloth was removed, man put some more grapes on it?"
the subject of discourse happened to
be that of extraordinary mortality
Sentiments for Husbands.
among lawyers. "We have lost," said
"When a man really loves his wife
emia gentleman, "not less than six
he ought to combine all his nicest
nent barristers in as many months." sentiments toward other women into
The dean, who was quite deaf, rose as one big sentiment for her.
his friend finished his remarks, and
"He should show her the respect he
gave the company grace "For this feels toward his mother; the politeand every other mercy, make us truly ness he shows other women, and the
thankful."
responsibility he feels toward his sister.
This Will Interest Mothers.
"To all of that he Bhould add the
Mother Gray's Sweet Powders for Children, used hv Mother Gray, a nurse in great love he should feel for a wife."
Children's Home. New York, cure Constipation, Feverishness. Teething Disorders,
All the Same to Her.
Stomach Troubles and Destroy Worms;
30,1)00 testimonials of cures. AH druggists,
"I must warn you, dearest," he said,
:T,c.
Sample KUHK.
Address Allen S.
Y.
we are married you will
Roy,
after
N.
Olmsted, Le
"that
very likely find me inclined to be arUnburdening.
bitrary and dictatorial In my manner."
"You must at least give that candi"No matter," she replied, cheerfully,
date credit for speaking his mind."
"I won't pay the slightest attention to
"Yes," replied Miss Cayenne. "But what you say."
it's unfortunate that people most willItAVE YOIT A COrr.H, OR COI.Of
ing to speak their minds are so often
HotukoatonceAllcn's Lung Balaam and watea
those whose mentalities are more or If
result,. Himple, wire, effective. All dealers. Pupa-ta- r
prices :üe, Wc and I1.U0 buttles.
uupleasant."
less
It takes a woman to tell a secret
One Thing That Will Live Forever,
PETTIT'S EYE hALVE, first box 8old in and magnify its Importance.

that

I

UK thankful heart Is full of gratitude at all seasons of the year.
bui joyfully sets apart one royal day In
which to be especially thankful."
L

For the yenr of peace and plenty,
And for blessings without end.
Let the voices of the people
In Thanksgiving praises blend.
G. C. Rhoderick, Jr.
Thanksgiving Goodies.
In preparing for Thanksgiving day
there are many of the good things
that can be prepared some time in advance. The mince
meat (without
which Thanksgiving would lose half
Its charm), may be made early In
and Is better for standing to
ripen. There are many delicious little
cakes and cookies that will ketp
weeks without losing their daintiness.
Oyster Stuffing for Turkey.
three cupfuls of stale bread
cupful of melted
crumbs with one-halbutter, salt, peppsr and onion juice
to taste; add one pint of cleaned
drained oysters; mix all together and
fill the turkey.
Mix

1

11

have others
V V
perfect, and yet we amend not
our own faults, and thus It appearem
now seldom we weigh our neighbor in
WOULD

willingly

the same balance with ourselves."

For the vegetarian there are many
that
wholesome food combinations
are as nourishing, stimulating and attractive to the palate as dishes of
animal food. There are so many ways
of serving cheese which is a food of
Itself and when served with rice, macaroni or as a souffle, may make the
main dish of a meal.
Cream soups may serve as the
main dish for a luncheon or supper
of
as they contain a large amount
nourishment.
with
Fruits, nuts and vegetables
eggs and milk, will make a sufficiently varied bill of fare to suit the most
exacting pa'ate. One thing it Is well
to remember In any diet, a large variety of foods Is undesirable at the
same meal for before we realize it, we
have overeaten and the stomach has
unnecessary work to do. A few simple, well prepared
and nutritious
ration,
foods, making a
is now the aim of the progressive
housekeeper.

Cranberry Jelly.
Pick over and wash four cupfuls of
cranberries; add one cupful of boiling
Green Tomato Mince-Meawater and boil 20 minutes. Rub
through a sieve, add two cupfuls of
For those who do not like the rich
sugar and cook five minutes.
Turn
of our
meat mince-mea- t
Into a mold or glasses.
New England mothers, Just try this
combination: One peck of green toOrange Sauce for Duck.
matoes, slice and sprinkle with salt
h
Brown
of a cupful of and let stand 24 hours.
butter, add
of a cupful of
Chop the tomatoes after draining
teaspoonful of salt well and add 24 apples, also chopped,
flour with one-hal- f
and a dash of cayenne, stir until well five pounds of brown sugar, three
cup pounds of raisins, two pounds of citbrowned; add one and one-thirfuls of brown stock and just before ron, one tablespoonful of cinnamon,
serving, the juice of two oranges and one teaspoonful of cloves and one
the rind cut in fancy shapes.
whole nutmeg, grated. Add one pint
Partridges are broiled or roasted of vinegar and cook all together one
the same as squab or wild duck.
and one-halhours. Put away as any
Venison should always be cooked ordinary mince-meaIt will keep and
rare. A roast leg of venison Is cooked be good until used.
as a lamb roast, only that it is cooked
less time to the pound.
Mince Meat.
To prepare mince meat, get a piece
Pumpkin Pie.
of lean meat with a little suet, cook
Take one cupful of stewed and sift- until tender and chop fine. Use twice
ed pumpkin, add two eggs well beat- as much chopped apple as meat, thin
en, a pint of milk,
of a cup- with boiled cider and just vinegar
ful of sugar, a half teaspoonful of lem- enough to give It flavor. Cook with
on extract, ginger, cloves and cinna- raisins, brown sugar, citron, cinnateaspoon- mon, nutmeg and cloves to taste.
mon to taste and one-hal- f
Cook slowly two hours, tasting oftful of salt. When a richer pie is desired use one cupful each of cream en and adding spices or other flavors
and milk Instead of the pint of milk. as seems best. The syrup left from
sweet pickled peaches is an addition.
Bake in one crust as a custard pie.

1807, 100 years ago, sales increase yearly.
All druggfstsor Howard Bros., lluifalo, N. Y.

a man impertinent if
he tries to flirt with, her and indifferent if he doesn't.
A girl thinks

Till at length the burden seems

Greater than our strength can bear,
Heavy as a weight of dreams,
Pressing on us everywhere.
Henry W. Longfellow.

I

A giggling girl is apt to become a
cackling woman.

what's the
As an
ter with an alarm clock.

It is usually costly to follow cheap
advice.

mat-

ill ft
imrrmm

iiiiií'iíiiumiiiniiiii

For Infants and Children.

The Kind You Have

abide to see men throw
away their tools I that way
the minute the clock begins to strike, as
their work,
if they took no pleasure
and was afraid of doing a stroke too
much!
I hate to see a man's arm drop
down as If he was shot before the clock
fairly struck. Just as if he'd never a bit
1 ne
nride and de lent n s work.
very grindstone'll go on turning a bit after you loose it." George Eliot.
CAN'T

Try This Mutton Stew.
Get two pounds, or more (th
amount depending on the size of one's
family), of mutton to stew. After
careful wiping with a damp cloth cut
it in small pieces enough for a serving and simmer slowly for an hour
and a half in boiling water to cover.
Take out the meat and brown in a
little hot fat, turning occasionally and
cooking slowly. Into the broth put
potatoes, carrots and an onion, all pre
viously parboiled, and cook until ten
Arder with a few bits of parsley.
range the meat on a platter and put
the vegetables in groups around the
meat. The meat should be seasoned
well with salt and pepper when It has
cooked about an hour.

Shoe Hints.
Those of us who are always ripping
the facings or braid from our skirts
by catching heels In the braid or facing, will be glad to learn of ene woman who has solved that aggravating
problem. Cut or file off the corners
of the heel of the shoes, those little
sharp corners are what do the mischief. No ene enjoys the sight of a
trailing bit of braid or facing, especially when it Is fastened to her
own skirt.
Do the shoestrings come untied?
Moisten them just at the knot when
tying. If the little tins on the ends
come off, give them a good waxing
with beeswax and save time and temper.
Never wear a shoe with the heel
badly worn at the side or back as
they throw the body out of its proper poise. A lift or two may be added
to the heels at any time with slight
expense.
Shoes last much longer If two or
three pairs are worn alternately and
the changing of the shoes Is a great
relief to tired feet.
Don't forget to black the heeU
when giving the shoes a shine.

Pour four cupfuls of scalded milk

Thanksgiving

Pudding.

h
cupfuls of
over one and
crackers, and let stand until cool;
add one cupful of sugar, four eggs,
a grated nutslightly beaten, one-hal- f
meg, one teaspoonful of salt and a
cupful
a
of
melted
of
butter.
third
Steam until soft one and one-hal- f
cupfuls of raisins and add to the
mixture; turn into a buttered pudding
dish and bake slowly two and one-hal- f
hours, stirring the first half hour
to prevent the raisins from settling.
Serve with egg sauce or a sauce made
with grape juice.
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Grape Juice Sauce.
of a cupful of butCream
ter, add one cupful of powdered sugar
of a cupful oi
gradually then one-hal- f
grape juice, the
yolks of
eggs
and cook until thick, then
two
add whites of the eggs beaten stiff and
folded In lightly.
Ump, ld t low price.
U hgh-ind- e
There are Umrn thai CM more, but thereu no better lamp at any
all are
price. The Burner, the Wick, the Ctimney-Holdvital diingAn a lamp; the parti ol the RAYO LAMP are
the
nothing
in
art ol
U
known
perfectly constructed and there
could add to the ralue oi the RAYO aa
device.
Suitable tor any room in any houaa
g
a
Every dealer everywhere.
If not at yonrs.-wrltfor descriptive circular to the nearest Agency of tbe

Tne RAYO LAMP

Sympathy.
The daring aviator bad toppled out
The big policeman
rushed over and placed his hand on
his chest.
Household Hints.
"Too bad!" he murmured, dolefully.
A good furniture polish fs made of
equal parts of benzine and raw lin "Too bad!"
"Gracious!" exclaimed one in the
seed oil. This Is very good to use on
crowd. "Has his heart stopped beat
hard wood finished woodwork.
ing?"
Leave the piano open unless you
"Oh, no, It's not that; he's broken
wish to have the keys turn yellow.
ten-cecigars and he
Clean the keys with a cloth damp- all three of his
promised me one of them."
ened with alcohol

4

Soothlnff Syrop.

Pr. Pleree'R Pleasant Pellets regulate and Invtf.
liver and bowels.
vate steimu-bEasy to take as candy.
:lny granules.

milium

Count Your Mercies.
Thanksgiving season Is the time to
make an Inventory of our blessings.
We may have had sad hearts In the
year that has passed, but the gladness
returns when we recall all we are
blessed with In what is left to us.
If we might all have the philosophy
of the old lady who could always turn
the bright side up, this would be a
much happier world.
A young friend asked her: "What
can you find in having only two teeth,
The cheerful
to be thankful for?"
old soul replied: "I am thankful that
they match."
There Is always a bright side If we
our
could only remember to "turn
clouds Inside out, and view the silver
lining."

S

Wlnslow's

KXI'OSI UK TO COI.D
Isthe llrst atep to I'neiininnla. Take Perry
llavts' 1'alnklller and the danger Is averted.
for cuida, sure throat, qui nsy.l&c, 3c and Ato.

and wot

flu
ABOH with what zeal we will.
Something still remains un
done.
Something uncompleted still
Waits the rising of the sun.

Mr.

For children teething, softens the punís, reduces b
flamuatlun, allays pain, cures wind uullu. 25c a botua.

of his aeroplane.
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SYNOPSIS.
The story opens with tiifi shlpwrpck of
the steamer on whic-Miss (jt'nt'vieve
Jpslie, an American Heiress, IJoru
an Englishman, and Tom Blake,
a brusque American,
were passengers.
The three were tosseil upon an uninhab
ited Island and were the only ones not
drowned. Hlake recovered from a drunk
en stupor. Hlake, shunned on the boat.
Decause or nis roUKliness, hecume a !)
as preserver of the helpless pair. The
Englishman was suing for the hand of
miss leslle. Jilake started to swim back
to the ship to recover what was left
Hlake returned safely. VVInthrone wastes
Ills last match on a cigarette, for which
he was scored by Hlake. Their lirst meal
was a dead fish. The trio started a ten
mile hike for higher land.
Thirst at
tacked them. Hlake was compelled
carry Miss Leslie on account of weari
ness. He taunted Winthrone. Thev
tered the jungle. That night was passed
roosting high In a tree. The next morn
ing tney descended to the open again.
AH tnree constructed hats to shield themselves from the sun. They then feasted
on eoeoanuts, me only procurable food,
Miss Jeslie showed a liking for Hlake,
but detested his roughness. Led by H'ake
they establisned a home in some cliffs.
Blake found a fresh water spring. Miss
Leslie raced an unpleasant situation.
Tliey planned tnelr campaign. Hlake rt
covered his surveyor's magnifying glass.
mus insuring tire, jte started a Jungh
fire, killing a large leopard and smoth
ering several cubs. In the leopard's cav
ern they built a small home. They gained
me c.lins ny burning the bottom of
tree until It fell against the heights. Th
trio secured eggs
from
the cliffs.
Miss Ix'slle's white skirt was decided
upon as a signal. Miss Leslie made t.
dress from the leopard skin. Blake's efforts to kill antelopes failed. Overhear
ing a conversation between Blake and
Wlnthrnpe.
Miss Leslie beenme fright
ened. Winthropo became ill with fever.
Blake was poisoned by a tish. Jackiil.attacked the camp that nlglit, but were
driven off by Genevieve.

CHAPTER XIV. Continued.
She was far too preoccupied, however, to consider what this might
mean. Her first thought was of a fire.
She ran to her rude stone fireplace
and raked over the ashes. They were
still warm, but there was not a live
ember among them. Yet she realized
that Wlnthrope must have hot food
when he awakened, and Hlake had
carried with him the magnifying glass.
For a little she stood hesitating. But
the defeat of the jackals had given her
courage and resolution such as she
Iffltd never before known. She returned
so the cave, and chose the sharpest
her stakes. Having made certain
j Wlnthrope was still asleep, she
oft boldly down the cleft.
the first turn she came upon
e's thorn barricade. It stretched
is the narrowest part of the cleft
impenetrable wall, 12 feet high,
in the center was a gap, which
j have been filled by Make in less
The girl's eyes
i two hours' work.
tened. She herself could gather
'torn-brusand fill the gap before
They no longer need fear the
is or even the larger beasts of
None the less, they must have
irred on by the thought, she was
to spring through the barricade
j she heard the tread of feet on
path beyond. She crouched down,
of
peered through the tangle
the edge of the gap. Less
i in paces
away Blake was
ten
up the trail. She stepped
before him.
'ou you! Are you alive?" she
ed.
Jve? You bet your boots!" came
"You bet
. the grim response.
alive though I had to go Jonah
do
whale
heaved
to
The
it.
better
up; I heaved up the whale and It
to do
about a barrel of

...

I tumbled over twice
ire
the way. But I made the beach
d! how I pumped in the briny
p! Guess I won't go into details- If you think you know anything
.
Whew! Lucky
tit seasickness
yours truly, the tide was Just start- out, and the wind off shore. I'd
n in the water; and the Jonah
ness laid me out cold. Didn't
w anything until the tide came up
n and soused me."
am very glad you're not dead,
how you must have suffered! You
till white, and your face Is all
id."
ke attempted a careless laugh,
l't worry about me. I'm here, O.
ill that's left, a little wobbly on
lins, but hungry as a shark. But
what's up with you? You're
Good thing, though.
.ting like a
stave off your spell of fever a
e. How'd you happen to be com-dowhere so early?"
was starting to find you."

fe!"

'Jot you that
I was
3 dead.
l, and to to
s."
Um-m- .
I see.

Is, I thought you
going to make cer- get the burning- -

Let the fire

Donibt blame me,

go out,

I
Blake!
13 so iill and worn out, and I've paid
it twice over, really I have. Didn't
ise ailvful beasts attack you?"
Beas'ts? How's that?" he demanded,
hut you must have heard them!
id things tried to kill us!" she
nd she poured out a half in-eaccount of all that had hap-- J
since he left.
intently,
lake listened
his jaw
ist out, his eyes glowing upon her
a a look which she had never be-- a
Been In any man's eyes. But his
t comment had nothing to do with
conduct.
'low's that? sorry Win got roust-ou- t
of his nice little suooze
Mr.

"I Don't Believe Win W aa Built forthe Troplct.
Say, Miss Jenny, you
Why, don't you know, we'd been all
"Have no
alone in our glory by
if it really ought to have stayed home from
boarding-schoolong
l
hadn't been for those brutes. He was
and England
in the stupor, and that would have enough to learn your own language. I
been the end of him if the beasts meant, we've got to take what's earnhadn't stirred him up so lively. I've ing to us, without laying down or
heard of such a thing before, but I al- grouching. Both are the worst things
ways thought it was a fake, Here you out for malaria."
are sweating, too."
"You mean that we must resign our"I feel much better than yesterday. selves to this intolerable situation
I did not tell you, but I have felt ill for that we must calmly sit here and wait
nearly a week."
until the fever "
"'Frald to tell, eh? and you were
"No; I'll take care we don't sit
so scared over the beastsScared! around very much. We'll go on the
By Jimlny, you've got grit, little womhike, soon as Win can wobble. Which
an! There's two kinds of scaredness. reminds me, I've got a little hike on
You've got the Stonewall Jackson kind. hand now. I'm going to close up that
If anybody asks you, just refer them barricade before dark. Me for a quiet
to Tommy Blake."
night!"
"Thank you, Mr. Blake. But should
Without waiting for a reply, he took
we not hasten back now to prepare his weapons, and swung briskly away
something for Mr. Wlnthrope?"
down the cleft.
"Ditto for yours truly. I'm like that
He returned a few minutes before
sepulchre you read about white out- sunset, with what appeared to be a
side, and within nothing but bare
larce fur bag upon his back. Miss
bones and emptiness."
Leslie was pouring a bowl of broth
and did not notice
from the stew-poCHAPTER XV.
"Hey,
'.ilm until he sang out to her:
Miss Jenny, spill over that stuff! No
With Bow and Club.
more of that in ours!"
"It's for Mr. Wlnthrope. He has
just awakened," she replied, still Intent on her pouring.
"And you'd kill him with that slop!
HE fire was soon
and a Heave it over. He's going to have beef
pot of meat set on to stew. juice."
It had ample time to sim
"Oh! what's that on your back?
mer. Wlnthrope was wrapped in s
killed an antelope!"
sleep, out of which he did You've
"Sure! Bushbuck, I guess they call
not awaken until evening, while Blake
up when he was drinkunable to wait for the pot to boil, ant! him. Sneaked
arrow into his side.
nauseated by the fishy odor of the ing, and stuck an
off a little way, and turned
dried seafowl, hunted out the Jerked He jumped
to see what'd bit him. I hauled off
leopard meat, and having
devoured
through
enough to satisfy a native, fell asleei and put the second arrow right
his eye, into his brain. Neatest thing
under a bush.
you ever saw."
The sun was half down the sky
"You surely are becoming a splendid
when he sat up and looked around
wide awake the moment he opened archer!"
"Yes; Jim dandy! I could do It
his eyes. Miss Leslie was quietly
placing an armful of sticks on the fuel again about once in 10,000 shots. All
the same, I've raked in this peacherino.
heap beside the baobab.
your grill and we'll have
"Hello, Miss Jenny! Hard at It, 1 Trot out
something fit to eat."
see," he called cheerfully. "You spoke of beef juice."
"Hush!" she cautioned. "Mr. Wln"I've a dozen steaks ready to broil.
thrope is still asleep."
"Good thing for him. He'll need all Slap 'em on the fire, and I'll squeeze
out enough juice with my fist to do
of that he can get"
Win for
"Then you think "
He made good his assertion, using
"Well, between you and me, I don't
believe Win was built for the tropics. several of the steaks, which, having
lost
less than half their juices in the
soon,
This fever of his, coming on so
wouldn't have hit nine men in ten half process, were eaten with great relish
so hard. He's bound to have another by Miss Leslie and himself.
Wlnthrope, after drinking the tlmu-latin- g
spell in a month or two, and "
beef juice and a quantity of hot
"But cannot we possibly get away
from here before then? Is there no water, turned over and fell asleep
again while Blake was dressing his
way? Surely, you are so resource
wounds. None of these was serious of
"Nothing doing, Miss Jenny! Give itself; but Blake knew the danger of
me tools, and I'd engage to turn out a infection in the tropics, and carefully
seagoing boat. But as It is, the only washed out the gashes before applying
the tallow salve which Miss Leslie
thing I could do would be to fire-bura log. That would take two or three had tried out from the antelope fat.
a
have
by
months, and In the end we'd
The dressing was completed
canoe that'd live about half torchlight. Blake then roHed the
a second in one of these tropic sleeper into a comfortable position,
squalls."
took the torch from Miss Leslie, and
Do not the natives sail in canoes?
left the cave, pausing at the entrance
Maybe they do and they make fire to mutter a gruff good-nighThe girl
murmured a response, but watched
by rubbing sticks. We don't."
we
anxiously
can
as
passed
do?
him
out. A
he
But what
Take our medicine, and wait for a step beyond the entrance he paused
ship to show up."
and turned again. In the red glare
f the torch, his face took on an ex
'But
have no medicine.

ful"

i

pression that filled her with fright.
Shrouded by the gloom of the hollow,
she drew back to her bed, and without
turning her eyes away from him,
groped for one of her bamboo stakes.
But before she could arm herself,
she saw Blake stoop over and grasp
with his free hand the mass of Interwoven bamboos. He straightened himself, and the framework swung lightly
up and over, until it stood on end
across the cave entrance.
The girl
stole around and peered out at him. He
had spread open the antelope skin, and
was beginning to slice the meat for
drying. Though his forehead was furrowed, his expression was by no
means sinister.
Relieved at the
thought that the light must have deceived her, she returned to her bed
and was soon sleeping as soundly as
Wlnthrope.
Blake strung the greater part of the
meat on the drying racks, built a
smudge fire beneath, and stretched the
antelope skin on a frame. This done,
he took his club and a small piece of
bloody meat, and walked stealthily
down the cleft to the barricade. Quiet
as was his approach, It was met by a
warning yelp on the farther side of the
thorny wall, and he could hear the
scurry of fleeing animals.
He kept on uniil the barricade
loomed up before him in the starlight.
From cliff to cliff the wall now
stretched across the gorge without
hole or gap. But Blake grasped the
which
trunk of a young date-palprojected from the barricade near the
pushed
bottom, and
It out. The displacement of the spiky fronds disclosed
the low passage which he had made In
the center of the barricade. He placed
the piece of meat on one side, two or
three feet from the hole, and squatted
down across from it, with his club balanced on his shoulder.
Half an hour passed an hour; and
still he waited, silent and motionless
as a statue. At last stealthy footsteps
sounded on the outer side of the thorn
wall, and an animal began to creep
through the wall, sniffing for the bait
Blake waited with the immobility of
an Eskimo. The delay was brief.
With a boldness for which Blake
had not been prepared, the beast
leaped through and seized the meat.
Even in the dim light, Blake could
see that he had lured an animal larger
than any jackal. But this only served
to lend greater force to his blow. As
he struck, he leaped to his feet. The
brute fell as though struck by lightning and lay still.
Blake prodded the Inert form warily;
then knelt and passed his hands over
it. The beast had whirled about just
in time to meet the descending club,
and the blow had crushed in its skull.
Chuckling at the success of his ruse,
he drew the palm back into the opening, and swung his prize over his
shoulder. When he came to the fire, a
glance showed him that he had killed
spotted hyena.
a
In the morning, when Miss Leslie
appeared,
there were two hides
stretched on bamboo frames, and the
was
dark with vultures streaming
air
down into the cleft near the barricade.
Blake was sleeping the sleep of the
just, and did not waken until she had
built the fire and begun to broil the
steaks which he had saved.
Again they had a feast of the fresh
antelope meat. But with repletion
and
oame more of fastidiousness,
Blake agreed with Miss Leslie when
she remarked that salt would have
added to the flavor. He set off pres
ently, and spent half a day on the
talus of the headland, gathering salt
from the rock erannies.
For the next three days he left the
cleft only to gather eggs. The great
er part of his time was spent in tanning the hyena and antelope skins.
Meantime Miss Leslie continued to
nurse Wlnthrope and to gather fire
wood.
Under Blake's directions, she
also purified the salt by dissolving
it In a pot of water, and allowing the
dirt to settle, when the clarified solution was poured off and evaporated
over the fire in one of the earthenware pans.
At first Wlnthrope had been too
weak to sit up. But treated to a liberal diet of antelope broth, raw eggs,
milk, he
hot water, and cocoanut
gained strength faster than Blake had
expected.
On the fourth day Blake
set him to work on the final rubbing
of the new skins; on the fifth, he ordered him to go for eggs.
Much to Miss Leslie's surprise, Wlnthrope started off without a word of
protest.
All his peevish Irritability
had gone with the fever, and the girl
was gratified to see the quiet manner
in which he set about a task which
seemed an imposition upon his
strength. But the very motive
which, seemingly, prevented him from
protesting. Impelled her to speak for
him.
(TO BE CONTINUED.)
Premium on Total Abstinence.
A prominent manufacturer
of Westphalia, Germany, has offered to pasten marks ($2.60) to any one of his
employes who has joined a total abstinence soclaty, with extra and larger
reward for those who maintain their
membership for definite periods of
time.

Not Her First Purchase.
This is a baby story they tell out at
Beloit: A woman called at a dry
goods store to look at some baby
Wilbur D Nesbit.
dresses. The clerk showed her a line
valued at five dollars each, and talked
volubly about "how proud" the mother ought to be over the baby. He
suggested that possibly she might
IM i
want a more expensive dress.
But the mother did not seem to
vrft- "enthuse" a bit over the clerk's gush.
I used
tn think it
"How many children have yuu?"
would be great
To grow up to be asked the clerk, cautiously.
"Oh, this is the eleventh," she represident
And safely noli the plied, carefully scanning
tlie price
helm of stale
tags.
how
No matter
baby
of
a
out
came
line
And
dresses
ship
old
the
with a more modest list of prices.
went.
It
I used to think
Kansas City Journal.

Change

is t

would be fine
Some day to fill

honored
that
chair
the digestion
that is mine
Can't do what
'twould be called

But

to bear.

When
were

presidents

renot
quired
To eat all folks
or
broil
could
bake.
To vow they never

How's This?
We offer Cine Himdrpd Dollars Reward (or any
of t'atarrb that cannot be cured br Halla
Catarrh Cure.
mp

r

tu,,

c'hkney

I.

o.

lorwjo,

the undprfllzneil, have known F. J. Chiney
last 15 years, and bflieve htm perfwüy honanil
in all buHi'icm transactions
carry out any oh U'ationa made by lib firm.
lALmU, IMNNAN a XtAnvtT,
WholHiale DruKKtoUi. Tolwlo. O.
Internally, art ins;
Is takPti
Ciir
Hall's Catarrh
dtwtlv ujmri the blood and mucous surface of the
system. Testimoniáis sent free. Price 74 cent ptl
buttle. Sold by all liruu'i'Ms.
Take Hail's Family I'UJs for constipation.

We,
lor the
orable
tule to

Not Even Sandy.
Wilford was sitting on his father's
'coon knee watching his mother arranging
and johnnycake. her hair.
Of nlligalor. croco"Papa Inisn't any Marcel waves like
dile.
eggs that," eaid her father, laughingly.
Of ostrich
Wilford, looking up at his father's
and all the rest.
Why. then the Job bald pate, replied: "Nope, no waves;
was worth one's It's all beach." Cohimbia Jester.
while
And for it one might do his best.

could

grow

tired
Of possum,

But nowadays a president
Is alwnys cleaning off ills pinte
Which 1b heaped high to represent
Tlie hunger of a certain state.
And though the dish they serve to him
May be a fine one, I suppose
He must relleet with doubting grim
That after all nobody knows.

should not enre to go somewhere
To dine, and through the table chat
Perplexedly muse if the fare
Were eagle, crocodile or rat.
I should not like to have them gaze
Until I choked it down my throat.
Knowing that any doubts I'd raise
Would lnlluence the next year's vote,
I

I used to think ft would be grand
To grow up to be president
And rule my dear and native lnnd.
But that ambition has been spent.
I could not love my fellow men
if every now and then they'd wish
To go catch something In its den
And make me eat their fav'rite dish.

The Apotheosis

of Hank Edem.

In glancing over the account of the
laying of the corner-ston- e
of the temple of peace in Holland, we observe

that this inscription has been carved
upon the stone: "Paci Justl tia

SICK HEADACHE
Positively cured by
these Little Pills.

CARTER'S

ins-- t
nioDyrelieve
spppaf a, lingestion and Too Hearty
mm
Eat i ni?. A perfect rem-I- I
edy for Dizziness, Nan-Mnen, Drowsiness, Bad
Taste in the Month, Coat-- r
r
Tonpue, Pain in the
i"
Isjih, TORPID LIVEH.
Tüey regulate the Bowels. Purely Vegetable.

"J.ney
tresK from

BasssM

ITTLC
ullJ I y fU
fA
LLvi
rl
1
M

CarHanc Aedem Andreae
negie Muniflcentla Decavlt."
many
years
since we
It bad been
saw Hank Edem. He was a stone
mason then, and a good one, and after
be passed from our dally view we
heard from time to time that be had SMALL PILL. SMALL DOSE. SMALL PRICE.
become a contractor and was putting
Genuine Must Bear
up great buildings and bridges and CARTERS
Signature
monuments and things of that sort. WlTTLE
But at that he was the same old YlVER
Hank.
PILLS.
We know that he built a good many
REFUSE SUBSTITUTES.
Carnegie libraries,
but we did not
know that Hank has become so great
that he would be called In to erect the
temple wherein peace like a river is
ABOUT
to be damned by all the delegates until they can decide whether breakfast
foods, shoes, dynamite, floor varnish
Opinions of fíov. Ilnghesof N. T. and
and arsenic are contraband of war, or
Iti'v. T.iKJokU'ls,
!Wltt "TuliiiHtfe,
It lit," " He Jusl,"
with
whether or not it is conductive to the
! hmri' It Out" ft in all,
"How to valuable
Information sent
d
to
success of hostilities
sboot
postpaid anywhere fur aeveu
tamps. Write now.
bullets into your enemies' stomTITAS. H. 11ROWNFÍX,
achs.
176 Federal Htreet, ItoHMin, Mans.
Alas! Hank could not .stand prosperity. In the old days he was content and proud to be known as plain
days
Hank Edem.
In tbose
he
thought a manicure was some sort of An absolutely harmless remedy for Sut Throat,
a medical school, and he did not know Hoarier) cas and Coughs. Give tnuncrJltc flii in
Bronchial and Lung Affections.
,
whether or not water was used in a Fifty years' reputation.
j
25 cents, 60 cents and $1.00 per box.
Here he Is mingling Price,
Turkish bath.
Sample sent on request.
with the effete and the haute monde,
JOHN I. FROWN
SON, TV.rtonMaM.
and getting boarding schoolisb about
bis name. Now he spells It Hanc
Aedem." We are sorry. Rameses Is
Makes Shaving Easy
Just being exposed, after four or five
NO HONING
NO STROPPING
thousand years. Hank should have
waited. Mr. Carnegie, of course, can
spell his name any way he pleases
he advocates that but when Hank
Edem becomes Hanc Aedem" another
WORLD OVER
KNOWN THE
boyhood Idol is busted all to flinders.
Hanc i''ie lackrymae.

g

The Truth
Life Insurance

BROWN'S
Bkonchial
Troches

Unmanageable.

PARKER'S

""eW

?flíí
fcííj!
ftl
"Wm&M
'íír
uJÍ'ftv.

ffJ

vff

"
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HAIR

(near,

BALSAM

and beaut Jllci the halt
ft
lnTurmnt (rruwth.
Fails to Eeatcre Gray
to
Its Youthful Color.
Hair
Curei walp divnws & hstr failing.
Promotes

Never

SUFFERERS FROM WEAK KIDNEYS
Bncknche. Ithoumntic Pnini and Weak Back. Ct
this out unit fit1 nil in ran with Hk- insult- or fthlms
and I will send vou a 50 hojt of Dnvin'
uuco only, li'red Ü. KetUn, 17t) Lake St., Chicago, 1Ü.

"This," gasps the first man, "Is
what the pees call the 'driven snow.'
"Yes," wheezes the second man, en
deavoring to pick a handful of it out
bis ear, while about a peck of it slides
down his back. "And it acts as if a
woman were driving it."
Joyous Vegetarian.
What do I care how high the price
On the Thanksgiving rorage?
That turkeys linger on the Ice
For four years in cold storage?
My uilkey shall be garnered from
The garden and the garret
Of raisin, hickory nut and crumb
And of the healthful carrot!
Hardened.

"Pardon me," says the Interviewei
to the lady who is being starred as a

combination Salome, Lady Godiva and
living picture, "but may I ask how
you became accustomed to appearing
tn public in er In such a lack of
even scanty garb?"
"It was easy," she laughs. "Half a
dozen trips across the ocean, with
the usual customs Inspections at New
York."

cured to stay cured.
)iuiK"s. ministers,

Dr.
M E

IAV FOU Kit

Towns,

AV.

KB BOOK1.KT.
Fond du lac, Wis,

PO CURES cTTlRRH

lUjrr,nwlMaf,rlil.
rei'iut of 'V. IKPtl

weks'

Twu
1.,

1H

treatment

KcmmvBI.,

sent on
H. 1,

Hrwoklja,

ForHRAnACmfl. NETTIAT3TA and GTIIPPR.

m

10c DR. DAVIS' ANTI, HEADACHE 25c

Druggiws

or h tíKii

PATENTS

O.

KifiKLlKii,

Chicago,

111.

WntsuB ft. Colemnn,Wub
!nton, D.t Hookxfrue. Híkd- üch rssuus.

Baby Smiles
When He Takes
rr"

13

tvit vtvt

CURE
umti (j!M$(sUS
YO

So pleasant dial he Ekes it and contain! no opiates. There it) nothing Nko it for Bmocfiitk,
Aathma and all troubles of the throat and lunes,
A Suodard Remedy for half a erntuiy.
H

V

Kmlnent

ltw and
the medical prc!s diclan
my cures permanent. 1 run
FmmmW HB uM.T(th,rsf;1il.
WKTTHTO- -

Druggtst, 25 Cants

J
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NEW MEXICO CENTRAL

Fóur Reasons Why

All Kinds of Fresh Meats

and

National Bank is Safe

Ft.

15.

1st.
The U. S. Government is, in a sense, a silent partner, in the
conduct of every National Bank.
In granting a charter to a bank it makes special inquiry as to the
Ci ir t 't
aid ft n ncial standing of the applicants.
Twice a year, or oftener, it sends an examiner, who makes an examination of all records and business methods employed, reporting any irregularities to the Comptroller of Currency.
2ml.
The U. S. Government keeps a watchful, but friendly eye on
all National Banks.
It requires each National Hank to make a sworn statement of its
condition, live times in a year, anil to publish such reports in the local
newspaper. .
It requires the Board of Directors to perform its duties, and to have
a knowledge of the manner in which the business is being conducted.
iirrl. The U. S. Government forbids National Hanks to own any real
estate, except its own budding.
It does not allow National llan':s to loan their money on real estate.
It does not al'ow a National Hank to loan more than ten per cent of
its capital sto 'k and surplus to any one borrower.
It holds each ttockho der responsible for an additional amount equal
to the st3"k owned, in cas.1 of aay irregularities or shortajre.
4th. The U. S. Government requires a National Bank to secure its
currency circulation by purchasing government bonds and depositing
same with the U. S. Treasurer.
It requires the National Bank to maintain at all times a cash reserve
eqt.al to 25 per cent of its deposits.
It does not allow this legal reserve to be re.;!epos:ted with other than
'
National Banks

Ftir rheumatic pains and twinges
Ct'r
.One oí the
conductors Hi pains in the neck of the bladder
Vrailroad and in the joints, etc., take Pine
onisvllle t
PtlLielcioim of h written pass I'feules, tne new remedy. These are
ii'iup'i reifiuar'y uv une in ms
mid took it up. He carried It to beinjr used by a great many peoiliiP onc
of President (ititlirto ano ple every w here.
Pineules can be
.t'Kd: "
farmer has been riilins on
depended upon they are an exh
fass f"r aho t a .vo.tr. Do you
preparation for kidney
3tit him to cititir.ne to usn il?" cellent
'resident (intliiie rut on his glasses, troubles.
They act promptly.
picked the paper over, pud said:
."Why. this is not a pats. It in n re- Sold by Sunnyside Drug Co.
pave a tel'ow Kir a load of
ceipt
FOR SALE-- 10
acres
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your uso."

Trjiirs

luvtrif

in Chira.
of railroad !np

Sumner canal; good location; liberal terms.
Addess N, care of
t"i'--

introducid
in'o fhini. The
trains arc fitted with iiiiliiilstci-'- d
electric
cor.irminieii'.s,
leathered
A push
liphts am!
fruit lavatories.
brii:m
iit'on for ford or
jnuiit'diate an wer and th" usual Kmi.l
of competent Chines? hoys.
the
Fvery ftvff miyutes
coo'ip oíTers you th's weans of
t'ie hands nnd fuco, the town's beinc, prr'tnned vkh eau de colicué and s'ciiiiiiis hot.

Jiecn

Vhy Ke SVrs Gird.
The creyn o ui tad begun to
Jhe i'ti'ai l un T's.

"Sere tl Irs." replied

0"?r-- e.
"Why are you piad?" shu asl'cd.

"HecaiiFe." he explnired. "it 'CM
n'o from making any icnre
mistakes of that kivrt for the present."
a

Poul'ry

Ef-cr- t.

y'rs N. Kilwarp. of Coaklev. C'rr.is
fcrshire, is said to be the highest authority In KiiRinnd "n poiil'ry. Fhc
has won over 1.000 prizes and cxo.'t-epoultry into every country. liei'i-ninin a sniull way v.ith nnlv twenty
fowls, her poultry firm is now one of
the larrrst in Enshmd. She docs not
raise chickens for the funeral marand s ock birds,
ket, but sol's
The Perfect Feminine Face.
perfect feminine face should
exactly five times the width of
an eye across the cheek tones. The
eye should be exactly
s
the
width of the mouth and the lenglh of
the ear exactly twice that of the eye.
The space between the eyes should ba
exactly the length of one eye.
A

It Saves Them.
The American has the savins grace
of humor. Seldom In the real pinch
does it fail to come to the uppermost
and he gets a good laugh out of what
men born under other sides
would
construe as nothing else than a tinht.
The "head gent" of a t. t. t. show
playing at Holton recently handed out
a wnrm one to the audleno. There
was so much going on in Holton that
night that the theatrical business suffered, but the aforesaid "gent" seemed
to think that the people did not appreciate the high class histrionic art
served up by the company. He frankly stated In a curtain speech that In
his opinion the plays presented were
too refined for Holton. "nut," he added, "we will try to got down to your
level by presenting 'The Whole Dam
Family,' which does not contain a sensible line. I think this play will appeal to you."
"The audience," says Frank Jirrell.
in telling the matter, "instead of getting mad and lynching the actor, saw
the funny side of the case and laughed
long and loud at him. He didn't say
any more." Kansas Pity Journal.

Was Ready to Make Good.
Some time ago a crowd of Howery
sports went over to Philadelphia to
see a prize fight, says Everybody's.
One "wise guy" who, among other
things, Is something of a pickpocket,
was so sure of the result that he was
willing to bet on It.
"The Kid's goin' f'win. It's a pipe,"
he told a friend.
The friend expressed doubts.
"Sure he'll win," the pickpocket per
sisted. "I'll bet you a gold watch he
wins."
Still the friend doubted.
"Why," exclaimed the pickpocket.
"I'm wlllln' to bet you a good go'd
Y' know what I'll
watch he wins!
do? Come through the train with
me now, an' y can pick out any old
watch y' like."
The Philosopher of Folly.
"What's the use," asks the Philosopher of Folly, "in Judging a man by
what his enemies tell you about htm?
His friends are all perfectly willing to
give you a complete list of hh faults "
Comparisons

21-t-

2

Eees Laxct ve Cough Syri'p is
highly reccommended, especially
by mothers in cases of colds or
coughs.
It drives the cold from
the system through the bow els,
and at the same time heals irri-

tation of the throat and allays
Sold by Sunnyside
Drug Co.

Are Dangerous.

"A chap told me this morning, (hat I

looked the Image of you." "Where
I'll round the life out
of him.:' "Too ate. I Hilled Mm."
in the idiot?

At any time and at all times
rinesalve Ca.bolized will be found
just what is needed for burns,
cuts and bruises. It is sold hert
by Sunnyside Drug Co.

30 DAYS' TRIAL FOB $1.00.
On sale at tne Sunnsirie Drug Oo's,
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R. LOVELACE.

Oilice at the store of the Sunnysidi
Drug Company.
New Mexico.
Sunnyside.
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Kills To Stop Thtí Fienti.

J. T. Wharton, M. D.
Physician and Surgeon
First National Bank,
Phone No. 47
Fort Sumner, :: N. M.

Office over

'

The worst foe for 12 years of John
Deye, of Gladwin, Mich., was a run
ning ulcer. He paid doctors over 400.
00 without benefit.
Then Bucklen's
Arnica Salve killed the ulcer and cured
Moils, Felona
him.
Cures Fever-SoreInfallible for
Eczema, Salt Rheum.
Piles, Burns, Scalds, Cuts, Corns. 25c
at Sunnyside Drug Company.

Nkw Mex.

rant.

Mrs. M. Philion.
Fort Sumner, N. M.

WHARTON & LAWSON.
ATTORNEYS AT LAW.

Alamcgokuo,

N'

M.

Lived 152 Years.

P.

L

Domestic

,;4f."'í"w

'f

7

Carpenter and Bui!

Animals.

Will be in Fort Summr each Saturday.
Office at S- J. Slane Foerl Stcre.
Residence seven miles North West oí
town.
Fort Snmner, N. M.

Scuih

FRANK N. PAGE.
U. S. Court Commissioner
Buchanan,
New Rjexico.

A. J. GILLIAM.
Agent for Toxico Steam Laundry,
ff. id W. Taüorinj Co.,
ALSO,
CITY

CAREER

SHOP.

O. II. RAY.
CITY DRAYMAN
AH kinds of dray work done
on short notice

S. E. TURNER
Painter and Paper

He!
Ol'ers his professional st rvn
s:
tne
the
tie carries
of Wail Paper of L. C. Orrell
pul-hc-

of Chicago, which is one in
larueet in the c.ty.
:
Nkw J
Fort Sumnkr,

.!

Fort Sumner
Broom
OWENS

& SON i

WKULtSALt&

KtlAlL

Trade
Satisfaction Guarantee
Fort Sumner, - - New

Solicit the

General

Í

Notice to Homestead

"It Gives AH The News."
Suhscrihe to your home paper first
and then take the El Paso Herald.
The Herald is the best medium to
keep in touch with general news as
well as news of the whole southwest.

Side Cf The Flaza

Sunnyside,

If your notice of intention

t.

1

final proof cn your hemestead vl
in these tolunins, read it careful
if you find any error in the dc
scription, or speillngof names, I
be reported to this office at oni
can be corrected.
EfSamZms
BSemeify It might delay your final proo
RCllZifES WNH OTHERS FAIL
an error be allowed to remain
i or saleby the Sunnyside Drug Co notice.

Piie

CONTEST NOTICE.

The Cough Syrup that
rids the system of a cold
by acting as a ..cathartic on the
bowels is

,T"3'
ffflf4?

Drpartmnt

of the Interior. Uuited Str.
Üftiie. Ronwell. N. M.. Nov. b,
hav-nK'
A Kufliciint contist nllidavit
in ihiBoflieeby Mary h, Mcr ranciB, en
iiK;nat Iiumeslead entry No. 241!i, mad
lhLh,

191 H,

for

I'9.

(ifiM

acrrs) Nunhw.dt

'

Secli' n 13, Tov nship 2 North, Knnre íi
in whleh
Efin und T. Carr 1. ci
L'i;ed thai Ki'mund T. Carrol has lulled t
I
liflh
"aid land,
hit reRidtnee
tract is not nettled ui n, cultivated ind
by Kind party as required by law. íííit' pa
retiDond. linJ
Here hv not ihfd to sdii;
o'cli
denr tnuehna said a In: at on at
rn January bth, 1910. hefore W. M. W.
N.
Unifetl States i'ommiiinii nor, Kieard-iheld at n in
that final heannK will
lerirpl the
.n .lanuarv Itíth. 1910.

nt8te,
'n

li

ill XATiVE

loo't

SYRUP

opiates,

cnrryiiiíí tlio cold
through the
Guaranteed tü gívñ
natural ch:nme!,,i,
getihfaciicn or rnyaey reluodeJ.
s,

keceivtr at the L'nited Sutra Lind
well. N.

M.

Tl:eaaid crntcntant hav'ntr, ina mfi

tiled N'ive.nibtr bt.li,
nhiiw that ai'ter 'iue
thia notice 'uít.ímI be

1H.

a,

H.'t

h rt!

diliirnfe ni
mude.it ir itñ
tnd directed that sueh n t.w lia'-; ,
dueund rrper publ.ratit n.
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The best pills are Rivga
'

lhcy are ea
Liver Fills.
take, pleasant in effect anc
Me in action.
St Id by Sum '
Vrvr, Co,

Jl

SCH0CH
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For sale by t!ie Sunysidc Drug Co,
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We want your Cash business
and will make prices to get it,
at Earickson & Co's.

PHYSICIAN AND SURGEON
SURGERY A SPECIALTY.

.lur.njhicf', N. M., vvnu, f n UctoLtr 1st,, 114, tnatie
i.oihtüiiad Lntry Nu r.C.r', serial no, UIIil, tor
'ó N.
1, S- citun 4, Tuwnhip
l.ois I. li. a,
it e
li.n vhti not lie ol
ltii!e 2ii i;, N M P
l in:.!
';' ,i i r of, to estah- soribed, rore 0.1
ca:n: u ihe ).(iii
n. S. t.
C. lii
.i li is oftice in Foi t
Bncs is the original laxativa cough syrnp,
üuo.n-1UM.
X, M., i j Ji e latli. (ia uí JiUiuitry,
pently moves the
na

SÍEWPIS
e

PROFESSIONAL- -

M. R. BAKER.

City water?
ho irs oF the moniipg
l'i the
Ttlphone system,
í fíieiont''"
tv"' 'o l" worth
lake Lake Sumner,
A
A Trench
compmy
and gardens,
In
hich had been touring
oulh Irrigated streets
America, te!eg:- phcd
Do that An enthusiastic commercial cub,
t'ney wou'd g'yp a cprt'orn'ancp
at 600 boost'ng citizens,
iliaktr, on the west coT-- t of Africa, Town well, in depot addition,
when Ihe stenuier arrived there.
At A union church beinu; built,
eight o'e'eck the :hent"- - was u'l.lut Three school teai'lu is for 1909-1the
vas r
completed,
Aer wait- Flectrie li'ht p'ant-alm- ost
ing for a conidcrab'e
the
A new
10,000 depot,
were tent away disappointed,
do tor, one lawyer.
hut at 11: :w the rtennw arrivid, torn-- ! One
nrn'Ciuiti'e stor. s, one dru.tr store,
toins were beaten in the
and Five
the people flocked to the tlmtor. The One bank, one bakery, three restaurants
perlormcnce beg.iii at l:U0 a. m. and Six hoti Is, excellently equipped,
finÍLhed at 5!
One newspaper- - Fort Sumner Review,
feed store and a coal yard,
ilood corral, cement block factory,
p,..;,
fp"-- " lotci'-o. In hi- - art'c'-on One lumber, a t'li shop, one cobbler,
second hand store, few sahons,
"The Soul of th No: "a American
put'l b ;d rccn''y in
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Human ri&radox.
by ?;rl ee"se'."'
Isn't that .I
Yes, nn.l she's eo transparent."

i eco ras.
laxitivo tÁii anil
health-builde- r
no other pills crin compare with Pr. King's New Lit Pills.
They tone and regulate the stomach,
liver and kidneys, partly the blood,
ftrengthen the nerves; cure
Dyspepsia. Biliousness, .If Wire,
Headacne, Chills and MalariuVW ry
H. W.COOMKK, AOTING MANAOER. them 25c at Sutinysiile Drug Con..finy,

Tucumcaki,

of the A. T. & S. F.
Is in the Pecos Valley, on the new cut-oiliy. that is to rrade a part of the through transcontinental route.
It is supported by 10,000 acres of irrigated fruit and alfalfa land,
Farming land, a well
an enormous expanse of Campbell SysU-developed sheep industry anda climate that will eventually be its

A

South.
Leaves VViilaril
P.M. go'iig south.
Arrives at Torrance 8:un p. M.
Going North.
Leaves Torrance at 11:05 A. M.
Williard at 12:40 p. M.
,,
Arrives at Santa Fe 5:25 p. M.
Makes close connections with the Belen
Cut-el- f
at Williard; with1 the Southwestern at Torrance and with the
A. T. & S. F. at Kennedy.

FOR SALÉ OR RENT
The Fort Sumner Restaurant
Practices in all the Courts.
Special attention to land cases On account of ill health I hav'
decided to sell or rent my restau
before the U. S. Land Office.

FORT SUMNER, N. M.

theatrical periormipce bnr'n")"";

A

;The Review,
One Year
One Dollar.

C C. DAVIDSON.
ATTORNEY AT LAW.

The First National Bank of Fort Sumner.

b'.nv.p

brii'p-o"Teorre. ilc'ir."
fk months, "are you glad you're

V.'cpcn

Review.

A

RAILROAD.

TIME TABLE.
From Santa Fe to Torrance,
l eaves Santa Fe at 15 p. m. go:ng
1 :

Near the Catholic Church
N. M.
Sunnyside,
::

Leáis s

fasN3 Nj.

Ramirez & Aragón
BUTCHERS

'

H. Kzzlin? & Co
JBal Estate

